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Current Log We’re excited to bring our members another general issue of Current. This issue offers a variety of fun and thoughtprovoking articles and activities, from teachers in a small Alaskan community using place-based education to teach elementary
students about their local marine ecosystems, to understanding the Great Lakes and the regions importance as a freshwater resource,
to learning more about the impact of public science events, as well as many other exciting topics that continue to provide our members
with new ways to discover “the world of water.” We will publish one general issue per year, so please continue to send in your original
manuscripts on research, lessons, resources, or strategies for teaching marine education.

The NMEA is gearing up once again for our 2012 Annual Conference, June 24-28 at the University of Alaska Anchorage (see page 45
in this issue). The theme is North to Alaska’s Seas: A Confluence of Science and Culture. The conference hosts general and concurrent
sessions, workshops, and evening events, including field trips to Prince William Sound, Resurrection Bay, and beyond. A call for
proposals begins on December 1 and pre-registration starts on January 16, 2012. Visit the NMEA website for the latest conference
details (www.marine-ed.org/), or contact Marilyn Sigman (msigman@alaska.edu) or Bill/Sean Hastie (hastiestuff@mac.com), the
NMEA 2012 conference co-chairs. Join us this year in Alaska, along with the Northwest Aquatic and Marine Educators (NAME),
hosting this year’s 2012 NMEA Conference!
We wish to once again thank the Bridge for contributing links for this issue. You can locate the Bridge links at the end of each article
and activity. You can also visit the Bridge’s website at www.marine-ed.org/bridge for more information on ocean science topics,
organizations, lesson plans, career information, and professional development opportunities.
Cheers and see you in Alaska this summer!
Lisa Tooker
Editor
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M arine Education A bove

and

Below A leutian Seas

By Reid and Sarah Brewer

There is a not-so-new school of thought taking more of a forefront

in many of today’s classrooms. Place-based education is a philosophy of education that is geared toward using
the local environment as a springboard to teach curriculum focal points with school-age students. Educators
have always seen and used the benefits of hands-on, experiential learning. When concepts and ideas can be
tied together outside the classroom, it makes learning more meaningful. In the long run, place-based education
seeks to create more empathetic, responsible stewards of the environment by instilling a sense of wonder about
the natural world that lies all around us. It is with this in mind that the creation of “Dockside Discovery and
Sea Week at the Museum” was formed and set in motion in the small Alaskan community of Unalaska; a
collaboration amongst the Alaska Sea Grant Marine Advisory Program, the Museum of the Aleutians, the
Unalaska Divers Association, and the teachers of Eagle’s View Elementary School.

The community of Unalaska is located approximately 800 air
miles from the nearest city, Anchorage, and 1,140 miles from
Seattle. Unalaska, also known as “Dutch Harbor,” is an island
located about one-third of the way down the Aleutian Island
chain toward Russia (no we cannot see it from there!). Unalaska
has a year-round population of 4,300, most of which work
in fisheries or fisheries-related industries. Because seafood
processors are the number one, two, and three employers in
Unalaska and recruitment for workers is a worldwide endeavor,
the community of Unalaska is a veritable melting pot of
cultures from the Philippines, to Africa, to Samoa, and so on.
With such a multicultural community, the number of English
as a Second Language (ESL) students in the school system is
above the national average. In the two local schools, there are
approximately 450 students in Preschool through 12th grade.

echoes of the Sea Week protocols for many communities
have been diluted to a one-day intertidal beach walk. Such
was the case for Unalaska—and a need for marine education
was certainly warranted.

Many kids in Unalaska have no idea about their local marine
ecosystems. Though the City of Unalaska Parks and Recreation
Center provides many outdoor activities throughout the year,
few programs, if any, have focused on marine education or
outreach. With a diversity and abundance of beauty both above
and below the water, Unalaska is a perfect place to use a placebased approach to education.
In many remote communities, school teachers have to wear
many hats, each of which comes with increased responsibilities
and time commitments. Incorporating new curricula or extracurricular activities can seem a daunting task though amazingly
these teachers find a way for kids to have an exceptional
school experience.
It has been almost 30 years since Alaska Sea Grant published
its Sea Week curriculum that has been used statewide in a
variety of settings throughout Alaska. Though the curriculum
is in the process of being revamped by Alaska Sea Grant,

Sarah Brewer hands up a helmet crab to an excited first grader.
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Though elementary school kids in Unalaska enjoy their annual
one-day intertidal adventure, the marine organisms that call
these areas home likely do not. Imagine hundreds of tiny
crushing feet on barnacles and limpets; sea stars dislodged and
manipulated; and rocks providing shelter to organisms upended,
exposing them to potential predators or atmospheric extremes.
Though teachers that lead these expeditions purport sensitivity
for these organisms, oftentimes habitat destruction occurs.
In May of 2011, a collaborative program was stabled that was
aimed at giving the kids a learning experience while stemming
the tide of coastal destruction. Students in first through fourth
grades participated in a two-part program that was focused on
encouraging marine education and stewardship in a less-thandestructive setting.
“Dockside Discovery”
The first part of the program brought students to the local
Small Boat Harbor where volunteer recreational divers from the
Unalaska Divers Association donned dive gear and entered the
water to hand locally abundant marine organisms to anxiously
awaiting kids. Divers first talked about the SCUBA gear used and
safety concerns for divers. After teaching the “Are you okay/I am
okay” diving signal to students, divers made a giant stride off the
dock and turned to find every student placing a fist on the top of
their head to ensure that the divers were okay. After signing back,
the divers descended and made several trips to the seafloor
to pass a variety of sea creatures to students that were then
transferred to sea water filled totes. Museum staff, teachers, and
parent volunteers helped with dockside management. Students
were able to safely handle each marine creature and help
sort them into appropriate totes. Students would squeal with
laughter after being squirted by a sea cucumber, and would hold
completely still and silent, trying to coax hermit crabs out of their
shells on their hands. After approximately 30 minutes, divers
exited the water and local Sea Grant Marine Advisory Agent Reid
Brewer discussed with students the anatomy, ecology, and life
history of each of the organisms. Students stood transfixed at
the thousands of tiny tube feet of a sunflower star, and learned
that anemones were related to jellyfish. At the completion of
each of the dockside classes, marine creatures were returned to
their environment unharmed.

Young students observe and sketch the shapes and symmetry of
marine life.

Students studied the symmetry and asymmetry of their particular
organism and began to draw their interpretations of the details
of each creature. While some of the younger students made
rough sketches and outlines, museum staffers were amazed
at the detail and depth that some students put into their work.
Students that finished early were told to write what they could
remember from the “Dockside Discovery” class at the Small
Boat Harbor.
The second workshop featured the skulls and teeth of Alaskan
marine mammals. A table was set up with the various skulls,
including a killer whale, male and female Steller sea lion, a
northern fur seal, Dall’s porpoise, and many others. Reid Brewer
discussed the types of marine mammals in the local ecosystem
as well as their likely life-history patterns based upon their skulls,
teeth, and sensory cavities. Kids were asked to postulate why
Steller sea lions might have sharp pointed teeth while northern
sea otters have both sharp incisors and flattened molars. Do you
know? One of the kids listening from the “Dockside Discovery”
pipes up with “because sea otters like to eat urchins and they
need flat teeth to crush them.” Each group talked about the
lifestyle and ecological clues left behind after animals die.

“Sea Week at the Museum”
After the Dockside Discovery, students took a short walk to the
Museum of the Aleutians to participate in the second part of
the program which included short classes aimed at building on
the information learned at the docks. Students were divided
into three groups and spent 15 to 20 minutes at each of three
workshops. The first was the scientific illustration workshop
where underwater photographs from a previous exhibit were
displayed. Many of the marine organisms featured had recently
been viewed at the Small Boat Harbor, but now could be
studied and sketched without distraction. Museum staff began
by discussing the importance of “art in the service of science”
and had students pick which organism they would like to sketch.

Some anxious kids get to touch the skull of a Steller sea lion.
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is the best kind of learning.” One teacher commented on the
program being the best field trip in their 10 years of experience,
and one they hoped would continue.
It was in the spirit of the place-based education philosophy
that the programs were designed, and it was only with the help
and enthusiasm of multiple local organizations and volunteers
that allowed for its success and effectiveness. It is the hope of
the organizers that students leave the program with a renewed
sense of wonder and respect for the life that flows and thrives
here in Unalaska. It will only continue to do so while people still
care about these ecosystems and organisms.

Sarah Brewer talks to students about tidepools and the animals
that make their homes there.

The final workshop was geared toward learning about tides and
tidepools. Sarah Brewer, the Museum Education Coordinator,
had designed and created a felt mural of the different tidal
zones. Students first viewed a mural with “water” fabric covering
the entire mural. After discussing high tides and low tides and
what creates these tides with older students, the “tide” on the
mural would go out (there were three water levels to remove
from the mural). Students would then discuss which marine
organisms could be found at the high, mid- and low tidal
zones, and what kinds of adaptations were unique to those
organisms and necessary for their survival. Each organism was a
detachable felt piece, and students were allowed to get up and
place the organism in its appropriate tidal zone. The workshop
concluded with discussing appropriate tidepooling etiquette.
Each participant was given a copy of “How would you like it
if someone ripped the roof off your home?” an educational
pamphlet about responsible tidepooling produced by the Pratt
Museum in Homer, Alaska.
After the students were able to rotate through each workshop,
Sea Grant and Museum staff thanked the teachers, parents, and
students for attending; and students returned to school with a
new set of ideas and a new appreciation for the local marine life
that lives in their own backyard.
A total of 140 students in grades first through fourth attended
the programs, and surveys were sent to teachers at the
completion of the program to guide future efforts. One-hundred
percent of teachers who returned the survey felt: the program
was worthwhile, increased respect for marine resources and
habitats, and would attend the program in the future. Sharon
O’Malley, one of the third grade teachers said, “My class and I
loved the ‘hands-on’ approach to learning about our local sea
life. Being able to actually touch and see an animal close-up

Hopefully organizers can build on this program, now called
“Dockside Discovery and Sea Week at the Museum,” for future
classes. As Alaska Sea Grant revamps its Sea Week curriculum,
more resources will become available for teachers and
organizers. A special thanks to Unalaska City School District and
Eagle’s View Elementary; Alaska Sea Grant; the Museum of the
Aleutians; Alaska Department of Fish and Game; and Unalaska
Divers Association for the design of the program, assistance
diving, and teaching classes. Finally, a big thank you goes to
the teachers who thought it necessary and valid to participate
in the programs.

Reid Brewer is an Associate Professor with the Alaska Sea
Grant Marine Advisory Program and a PADI Scuba Instructor
based in Unalaska. Through Reid’s position with Alaska Sea
Grant, he spends most of him time on environmental literacy
and coastal monitoring programs. Reid teaches formal and
informal classes in Unalaska/Dutch Harbor and working with
kids is one of his favorite pastimes.

Sarah Brewer

is the Education Coordinator for the
Museum of the Aleutians located in Unalaska. Though Sarah
has only worked at the Museum for eight months, she has
facilitated and instigated many education programs, including
“Dockside Discovery” and “Artifact Detectives.” Sarah has a
master’s degree in education from the University of Alaska and
is a PADI Divemaster.
Photo Credit
All Photos Courtesy of Alaska Sea Grant

Related bridge resource pages:
Alaska Seas and Rivers Curriculum:
http://seagrant.uaf.edu/marine-ed/curriculum/
COSEE Alaska:
http://www.coseealaska.net/
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Great L akes Literacy: Essential Principles and
Fundamental Concepts for Great L akes Learning
By Rosanne Fortner and Lyndsey Manzo

When we think about the ocean and its importance to the planet,
our thoughts should turn to how and where we are educating about this critical resource. For about one-fourth
of the population of the United States in those eight states that border the Great Lakes, our local ocean is the
freshwater sea that forms the north coast of the United States. A view of Earth from space shows the vastness of
this body of water that functions as an ocean in every way. The Great Lakes are a dominant physical feature of
North America and form part of the political boundary between the United States and Canada. They contain
nearly 95% of the surface water of the United States, and about 20% of the world’s fresh surface water.

Given the vastness of the Great Lakes region, it is surprising
that many people both outside and nearby the area do not
understand the regions importance as a freshwater resource. To
that end, educators in the Centers for Ocean Sciences Education
Excellence (COSEE) Great Lakes identified a need to develop
Great Lakes Literacy Principles (GLLP) as guidance for educating
students and the public.

The Great Lakes of North America as seen from space in 1999.

The Great Lakes system, including five Great Lakes (Superior,
Huron, Michigan, Erie, and Ontario), Lake St. Clair, and the
connecting channels, spans 7˚30’ of latitude and 16˚ of
longitude, reaching more than 1200 km (746 miles) from east
to west and some 724 km (450 miles) north to south. The north
coast spans more than 16,000 km (10,000 miles) of shoreline,
roughly the same as the Atlantic coast. The lakes drain over
247,000 square km (95,367 square miles) of watershed.
The Great Lakes inland seas exhibit Earth systems interactions,
scientific research, and cultural significance equivalent to
those of the “salty” coastlines. For the two countries, the 19
federally-recognized tribes within them, eight U.S. states, and
two Canadian provinces that touch the lakes, they represent
a mighty but fragile ecosystem that supports the region’s way
of life and also feels its impact. Together, the lakes have been
a microcosm of environmental change over the decades of
human development; individually they reflect today’s marine
issues in a nearly closed basin.

The U.S. shoreline of the Great Lakes is longer than that of the
Atlantic coast. (Lake Michigan is split to show length of its complete
shoreline, all U.S.)
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Great Lakes Literacy* is an understanding of the Great Lakes’
influences on you and your influence on the Great Lakes. A
Great Lakes literate person:
• Understands the essential principles and fundamental
concepts about the characteristics and functioning of the
Great Lakes;
• Can communicate accurately about the Great Lakes’ influence
on systems and people in and beyond their watershed; and
• Is able to make informed and responsible decisions regarding
the Great Lakes and the resources of their watershed.
*For this effort, “Great Lakes” refers to the system of large
freshwater lakes in North America along the border of the
United States and Canada.
Ocean Literacy Origins
The Great Lakes Literacy effort had its origins in Ocean Literacy,
a movement by hundreds of scientists and educators who
contributed time and expertise to develop a concise framework
for conveying the most important ocean science principles and
interconnected concepts that all Earth citizens should know. The
story of the remarkable journey that led to the Ocean Literacy
Essential Principles is found at www.oceanliteracy.net, along
with a downloadable brochure of Ocean Literacy principles and
a Scope and Sequence for their use in classrooms. Educators in
COSEE Great Lakes gratefully acknowledge the groundbreaking
work of those who contributed to Ocean Literacy.

indicated that simply adding to or modifying words in an ocean
document understated the importance of the Great Lakes as
a unique inland sea. COSEE California accepted the alternate
plan and supported development of the Great Lakes Literacy
Principles, as introduced here.
Developing the Great Lakes Literacy Principles
With the support of COSEE California, COSEE Great Lakes
education leaders in the Great Lakes Sea Grant Network
examined the OL and Lake Erie Literacy principles and concepts
and drafted a baseline set of concepts in October 2009. Each
educator then identified five scientists and five educators key
to COSEE’s success in Great Lakes education in their respective
states. The principles and concepts drafted by COSEE staff were
reviewed and edited by this group of about 80 individuals. Ohio
Sea Grant educators synthesized and organized the best ideas
from reviewers, and sent them back for additional review. The
Great Lakes Literacy Principles introduced here are the product
of that process. Like the Ocean Literacy Principles, those for
the Great Lakes are constantly under review as more scientists
become aware of them and offer additional input.
Ocean
Literacy Principles
1. The Earth has one
big ocean with many
features.

1. The Great Lakes, bodies of
fresh water with many features,
are connected to each other and
to the world ocean.

2. The ocean and life
in the ocean shape the
features of the Earth.

2. Natural forces formed the
Great Lakes; the lakes continue
to shape the features of their
watershed.

3. The ocean is a major
influence on weather
and climate.

3. The Great Lakes influence
local and regional weather and
climate.

4. The ocean makes
Earth habitable.

4. Water makes Earth habitable;
fresh water sustains life on land.

5. The ocean supports
a great diversity of life
and ecosystems.

5. The Great Lakes support
a broad diversity of life and
ecosystems.

6. The ocean and
humans are inextricably
interconnected.

6. The Great Lakes and
humans in their watersheds are
inextricably interconnected.

7. The ocean is largely
unexplored.

7. Much remains to be learned
about the Great Lakes.

Early Efforts to Localize: Lake Erie Literacy
From the beginning it was apparent that Ocean Literacy (OL)
principles and concepts provided useful guidance for teaching
about the marine environment. Most of the concepts were easily
transferrable to Great Lakes teaching as well, but educators
using OL in the Great Lakes found themselves stretching to say
“ocean” while they were teaching on a lake. In 2008-9, educators
from The Ohio Lake Erie Commission, the Ohio Department
of Natural Resources (ODNR) Office of Coastal Management,
ODNR Division of Wildlife - Old Woman Creek National Estuarine
Research Reserve, and the Ohio Sea Grant College Program
identified a need for a place-based environmental literacy
framework for Lake Erie. They developed the Lake Erie Literacy
Principles (www.ohiodnr.com/LakeErieLiteracy/), based on the
Ocean Literacy Framework, to guide a unified strategic plan for
Lake Erie education and outreach.
Support for Regional Efforts
Concurrent with the development of the Lake Erie Literacy
framework, COSEE California, a guiding force in the Ocean
Literacy movement, recognized the need to expand the utility
of the Ocean Literacy Principles for the Great Lakes region.
On behalf of COSEE California, the University of California at
Berkeley offered a subcontract to COSEE Great Lakes. Though
the original charge was to modify OL to include the Great Lakes,
feedback from scientists and educators in COSEE Great Lakes

Great Lakes
Literacy Principles

8. The Great Lakes are
socially, economically, and
environmentally significant to the
region, the nation, and the planet.
The chart shows the comparability of Ocean Literacy and Great
Lakes Literacy Fundamental Principles.
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The Eighth Principle
For the development of Great Lakes principles, the concepts
of Ocean Literacy were followed as closely as possible,
acknowledging the leadership role of the Ocean Literacy
community and wider public input to that project. At the

same time, the Earth Systems background of Ohio educators,
beginning with Lake Erie principles, contributed to a need to say
more about connections of humans with the lakes than was
encompassed in GLLP #6: The Great Lakes and humans in
their watersheds are inextricably interconnected. From the Lake
Erie document, then, Great Lakes Literacy adopted GLLP #8:
The Great Lakes are socially, economically, and environmentally
significant to the region, the nation, and the planet. This addition
allows for greater inclusion of the environmental history of the
lakes and their role in the development of the region’s culture,
economy, and regional identity.
Using the Great Lakes Literacy Principles
and Concepts
The target audience for the Ocean Literacy principles was
teachers of grades K-12. Both formal and informal educators,
K-16, are the audience for Great Lakes Literacy efforts. Textbooks
currently used for biology, Earth, and environmental sciences
pay scant attention to the Great Lakes, and only a few isolated
questions on state tests give evidence that the lakes are part of
the science curriculum at all. Likewise, there is a need to redress
the lack of ocean content in standard science curricula. Ocean
Literacy content has been matched with the National Science
Education Standards in brochures and at <http://oceanliteracy.
wp.coexploration.org/?page_id=130>, and COSEE Great Lakes
has matched the Great Lakes Literacy concepts with national
standards at <http://greatlakesliteracy.net/resources/alignment/>.
Both Ocean Literacy and Great Lakes Literacy proponents
have contributed substantive comments on the developing
Framework for Science Education (2011) as well.
Resources for Great Lakes Literacy
We anticipate that educators and others on the fresh and
salty coasts, as well as inland areas, can learn a great deal
of useful and interesting information about the Great Lakes.
Ocean educators around the world use the Bridge for Marine
Education (www.marine-ed.org/bridge/) as a primary online
source of content and curriculum information. In the Great
Lakes, Ohio Sea Grant hosts a growing internet resource for
Great Lakes Literacy content, curricula, and other resources at
http://www.greatlakesliteracy.net. The site currently provides
access to lesson plans from the Greatest of the Great Lakes and
Fresh and Salt, curriculum collections from COSEE Great Lakes.
Related activities, subject matter links, and examples of content
presentations are among materials linked to the site as well.
The Sea Grant programs in the Great Lakes states are partners
in COSEE Great Lakes and their best materials are linked to the
http://coseegreatlakes.net/curriculum website. Direct contact
with the educators in those programs, who assisted in developing
the Great Lakes Literacy Principles, can be accomplished through
the “Contact” page of the site.

Cover of the Great Lakes Literacy brochure. To view the complete
brochure, visit http://greatlakesliteracy.net.

Through COSEE Great Lakes, several online workshops have
archived presentations and resources on topics that address
all of the Great Lakes Literacy Principles (with special focus
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on GLLP #2 through “The Great Lakes ROCK!” and GLLP #5
through “Great Lakes Alive”). The workshop on “What’s so great
about the Great Lakes?” reviews many of the concepts in GLLP
#1, 6, and 8.
Finally, to demonstrate our relationship with the oceans, the
Director of COSEE Great Lakes edited a special issue of Science
Activities magazine in the Fall 2009 issue, with one original
lesson plan for each of the Ocean Literacy Principles. Several
of those lessons have both marine and Great Lakes parallel
components.
Dissemination Efforts
Activities are underway to introduce the Great Lakes Literacy
Principles to education leaders throughout the region and
through the COSEE Network, as these key institutions and
individuals represent the frontline for delivery of information.
They are the idea leaders, the first adopters of innovation, the
“movers and shakers” whose curricula and informal education
outreach focus squarely on marine and aquatic sciences and
social importance.

Great Lakes Literacy: Essential Principles and
Fundamental Concepts for Great Lakes Learning
Great Lakes Literacy* is an understanding of the Great Lakes’
influences on you and your influence on the Great Lakes (see
page 6 for bullet points about “A Great Lakes literate person”).
1. The Great Lakes, bodies of fresh water with many
features, are connected to each other and to the
world ocean.
a. The Great Lakes are a dominant physical feature of North
America and form part of the political boundary between the
United States and Canada.
b. The Great Lakes system includes five Great Lakes (Superior,
Huron, Michigan, Erie, and Ontario), Lake St. Clair, and the
connecting channels, along with many harbors and bays. Each
lake has distinctive basin features, circulation, and ecology.
c. The Great Lakes contain nearly 20% of the world’s fresh
surface water and have a coastline longer than the East coast
of the United States. Most of North America’s fresh surface
water (95%) is in the Great Lakes.
d. The Great Lakes, their respective watersheds and waterways,
and the ocean are all connected. Within the Great Lakes
system, water flows from the upper lakes (Lake Superior,
Lake Michigan, and Lake Huron) through Lake St. Clair into
Lake Erie, over Niagara Falls, and into Lake Ontario before
flowing through the St. Lawrence River into the ocean. Rivers
and streams transport nutrients, dissolved gases, salts and
minerals, sediments, and pollutants from watersheds into the
Great Lakes.
e. The Great Lakes are an integral part of the water cycle and
are connected to the region’s watersheds and water systems.

Like those we taught to reduce, reuse, and recycle, over the
decades since the 1960s, the ultimate impact of today’s
education efforts will be on learners who become decision
makers in the next two to four decades. In the meantime, we
are reaching out to those who are already making decisions that
affect the lakes. Adults are being targeted through:
• Outreach of the Great Lakes Sea Grant Network,
through extension agents, and publications;
• Professional presentations at conferences of researchers;
• State and federal agencies in the region;
• Non-government organizations that deal with issues of
the lakes; and
• Contact with the Council of Great Lakes Governors.
The broad acceptance of Ocean Literacy Principles and Concepts
is a model for our Great Lakes regional efforts. Ultimately we
hope that, like Ocean Literacy, Great Lakes Literacy will serve as
guidance not only for education but also for informed citizens’
lifestyles in the region.

Changes in water systems affect the quality, quantity, and
movement of water, including retention time.
f. Water currents circulate within the Great Lakes and are
powered by wind, waves, energy from the sun, and water
density differences. The shape of a lakebed and its geographic
orientation, the direction of the prevailing winds, the shores,
and the structures along the shores influence the path of
circulation. Circulation between the lakes is driven by gravity.
g. Lake level is the height of the Great Lakes relative to sea level.
Lake level changes are caused by variations in precipitation,
evaporation, runoff, and snow melt, as well as wind and
waves. While tides are typically not discernible in the Great
Lakes, seiches are common in the lakes.
h. Regions of the Great Lakes stratify in the summer and in
winter under ice cover, forming distinct layers based on water
temperature differences. Turnover can occur in the spring and
fall when cooler weather minimizes temperature differences
and the layers mix. Turnover is the main way that oxygen and
nutrient-poor water in the deeper areas of the lakes can be
mixed with oxygen and nutrient-rich surface water.
i. Although the Great Lakes are large, they are finite and their
resources are limited.
2. Natural forces formed the Great Lakes; the lakes
continue to shape the features of their watershed.
a. Ancient igneous and metamorphic rocks form portions of the
upper Great Lakes basin.
b. Other rocks underlying the present day Great Lakes and
surrounding watershed are sedimentary, originating during a
time when shallow tropical seas covered the basin. Many of
the rocks now exposed on land were deposited and shaped
during the advance and retreat of glaciers.
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c. During the Ice Age, mile-thick sheets of ice covered the Great
Lakes region multiple times, depressing the crust with their
weight. Ancient beach ridges mark previous lake shorelines.
Since glaciers retreated (about 10,000 years ago), Earth’s
crust has been adjusting upward in a process of isostatic
rebound that continues today.
d. Lake level changes influence the physical features of the Great
Lakes coast. Lake water levels show changes and patterns
that vary over periods of hours to millennia.
e. Erosion—the wearing away of rock, soil, and other earth
materials—occurs in coastal areas as wind, waves, and
currents in rivers and the Great Lakes move sediments.
f. Sediments are a product of erosion and consist of fragments
of animals, plants, rocks, and minerals. Sediments are
classified by grain sizes, from silt and clay to sand, cobbles,
and boulders. Sediments are seasonally redistributed by
waves and coastal currents and help maintain beaches and
coastal wetlands.
3. The Great Lakes influence local and regional weather
and climate.
a. The Great Lakes affect weather and climate by impacting
the basin’s energy and water cycles. Changes in the Great
Lakes’ water circulation, water temperatures, and ice cover
can produce changes in weather patterns.
b. The Great Lakes warm by absorbing solar radiation. Lake
temperatures are also affected locally by the temperature
of inflowing river waters. The Great Lakes lose heat by
evaporation and by warming the overlying air when the
atmosphere is cool. After water vapor is released into the
atmosphere, it condenses and forms precipitation, some of
which falls within the Great Lakes Basin.
c. The Great Lakes modify the local weather and climate.
Because water temperatures change more slowly than land
temperatures, lake waters gain heat in summer and release
heat during cooler months. This results in cooler springs,
warmer falls, delayed frosts, and lake effect snow.
d. The Great Lakes have a significant influence on regional
climate by absorbing, storing, and moving heat and water.
Lake effect precipitation can occur downwind when major
weather systems move over the lakes.
e. The Great Lakes are influenced by larger climate change
patterns affecting North America and the world. Climate
patterns in the Great Lakes are changing, with warmer and
drier conditions predicted.
4. Water makes Earth habitable; fresh water sustains
life on land.
a. Fresh water has unique properties. Its density and electrical
conductivity (a measure of salinity) are lower than that of
salt water.
b. Water is essential for life. All living processes occur in an
aqueous environment.

5. The Great Lakes support a broad diversity of life
and ecosystems.
a. Life in the Great Lakes ranges in size from the smallest bluegreen bacteria, such as Microcystis to the largest animal that
still lives in the Great Lakes, lake sturgeon.
b. Most life in the Great Lakes exists as microorganisms.
Microorganisms such as phytoplankton and cyanobacteria
are the most important primary producers in the lakes.
c. The Great Lakes’ watershed supports organisms from every
kingdom on Earth.
d. Great Lakes biology provides many examples of life cycles,
adaptations, and important relationships among organisms,
such as symbiosis, predator-prey dynamics, and energy transfer.
e. The Great Lakes ecosystem provides habitat for terrestrial
and aquatic species. The Great Lakes are three-dimensional,
offering vast living space and diverse habitats from the
shoreline and surface down through the water column to the
lake floor.
f. Great Lakes habitats are defined by environmental factors.
As a result of interactions involving abiotic factors such as
temperature, clarity, depth, oxygen, pH, light, nutrients,
pressure, substrate type, and circulation, life in the Great
Lakes is not evenly distributed temporally or spatially. Abiotic
factors within the Great Lakes can change daily, seasonally, or
annually because of natural and human influences.
g. Ecosystem processes (abiotic conditions, prey availability, and
predation) influence the distribution and diversity of organisms from surface to bottom and nearshore to offshore.
h. Wetlands, including coastal marshes and freshwater estuaries,
provide important and productive nursery areas for many
aquatic and terrestrial species which rely on these habitats for
protective structure, hunting grounds, migration stops, and
raising offspring.
i. Life cycles, behaviors, habitats, and the abundance of
organisms in the Great Lakes have been altered by intentional and unintentional introduction of non-native plant
and animal species.
6. The Great Lakes and humans in their watersheds are
inextricably interconnected.
a. The Great Lakes affect many human lives. They supply
fresh water to more than 40 million people. They are a
source of drinking water and food, as well as mineral and
energy resources.
b. One-third of the North American population lives in the Great
Lakes’ watershed. Some of the most urbanized regions in the
United States and Canada can be found around the lakes.
c. The Great Lakes are affected directly by the decisions and
actions of people throughout its watershed which includes
parts of the states of Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota,
Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York, and Wisconsin, the Canadian
provinces of Ontario and Quebec, and tribal lands.
d. Local and national laws, regulations, and resource management affect what is put into and taken out of the Great Lakes.
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Shoreline development and industrial or commercial activities
lead to point and non-point source pollution. Humans have
altered the biology of the lakes and the viability of species
through harvesting, species introduction, and nutrient loading.
e. Coastal regions along the Great Lakes are impacted by land
use decisions and natural hazards. Physical modifications
(changes to beaches, shores, and rivers) can exacerbate
effects of erosion, storm surges, and lake level changes.
f. To ensure continued availability of Great Lakes assets,
people must live in ways that sustain the lakes. Individual
and collective actions are needed to effectively conserve and
manage Great Lakes resources for the benefit of all.
7. Much remains to be learned about the Great Lakes.
a. Exploration and understanding of Great Lakes interactions
and links among diverse ecosystems and people are ongoing.
Such exploration offers great opportunities for inquiry and
investigation.
b. Understanding the Great Lakes is more than a matter of
curiosity. Exploration, inquiry, and monitoring promote better
understanding and protection of Great Lakes ecosystems,
resources, and processes.
c. Over time, use of Great Lakes resources has changed
significantly. The future sustainability of Great Lakes resources
depends on our understanding of those resources and their
potential and limitations.
d. New technologies and methods of observation are expanding
our ability to explore the Great Lakes. Freshwater scientists
rely on such tools to monitor conditions in the Great Lakes
and provide information to policymakers and leaders in
coastal communities.
e. Models help us understand the complexity of the Great Lakes.
Models process observations, describe interactions among
systems, expose information gaps, and forecast change.

Rosanne W. Fortner

is Professor Emeritus in the
School of Environment and Natural Resources, The Ohio State
University, and Director of the NSF/NOAA-funded COSEE Great
Lakes. She has been teaching, doing research, and developing
curricula for Great Lakes literacy since 1978.

Lyndsey Manzo

is a high school science teacher in
Westerville, Ohio, and acting Ohio Sea Grant Educator. Her work
with the Lake Erie Literacy Principles laid the groundwork for
those encompassing all Great Lakes.

f. Exploring, understanding, and communicating about the
Great Lakes ecosystem are interdisciplinary efforts. They
require close collaboration among professionals in science,
technology, engineering, and math, as well as public outreach
and education.
8. The Great Lakes are socially, economically, and
environmentally significant to the region, the nation,
and the planet.
a. The Great Lakes are a source of inspiration, recreation,
rejuvenation, and discovery. They are also an important
element in the heritage of many cultures.
b. The waters of the Great Lakes have been significant to
historical settlement and development. The lakes’ names
and the names of many cities, counties, and landmarks along
their shores have Native American or immigrant origins. This
freshwater resource will continue to play a role in future
habitation of the area.
c. The Great Lakes’ moderating effects on climate influence the
human culture, activities, agriculture, and health of adjacent
coastal areas.
d. Waterborne commerce moves millions of tons of cargo
annually through the Great Lakes. Shipping is an economically
efficient method of transporting raw materials, finished goods,
and agricultural products. However, shipping is also a vector
for non-native species, several of which may be detrimental
to the Great Lakes ecosystem.
e. The economy is diverse in the Great Lakes, with major sectors
in industry, recreation and tourism, agriculture, commercial
and sport fisheries, forestry, and mining.
f. The Great Lakes were dramatically degraded and challenged
by human endeavors in recent times. Basic ecosystem
processes have been restored through individual and
collective efforts. Proper foresight and informed decision
making will continue to make the Great Lakes a model of
environmental protection, restoration, and innovation.

Related bridge resource pages:
Ocean Literacy:
http://oceanliteracy.wp2.coexploration.org/
Great Lakes Lessons: Teaching with Great Lakes Data:
http://www.greatlakeslessons.com/

Photo Credits

COSEE Great Lakes: Fresh and Salt Curriculum:
http://www.coseegreatlakes.net/curriculum/

Page 5 (left): Courtesy of the SeaWiFS Project, NASA Goddard
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Great Lakes Information Network: Teacher’s Corner:
http://glin.net/teach/teachers/
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Great Lakes Region Sea Grant:
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Connecting Ocean Science and Communities
through Public Science Events
By Jim Wharton and E. Howard Rutherford

Traditionally, communicating science with the adult public has

been a one-way street from scientist to the public through very traditional vectors. Lectures, documentaries,
news reports are all delivery vehicles, not very interactive. In their own way, perhaps they’ve even contributed to
the widespread misconception of science as a body of knowledge guarded by technical acolytes in ivory towers.
Public science events like Science Cafés and Science Festivals aim to change all that.

Imagine a white-haired Scottish gentleman sitting with 11
men and women around an earthen clay pot. From the pot
protrude a dozen thin sprigs, each three to four feet long.
This is a communal drinking pot, filled with malwa, a local
millet beer. The conversation is lively and in…lugbara? This is
a local Science Café in Uganda, 4,000 miles from home for
Duncan Dallas, and both a literal and figurative example of just
how far the Science Café movement has come. In Uganda’s
local Cafés, critical health information about HIV and malaria
are reaching communities that desperately need it, dispelling
myths, and breaking down misunderstandings that were costing
Ugandans their lives. The stakes might not be quite so high in
your community, but the impact of public science events like
Science Cafés and Science Festivals can potentially be just as
effective in remedying misconceptions about marine science,
climate change, and ocean conservation.
ENGLAND: THE CRADLE OF PUBLIC SCIENCE EVENTS?
Duncan Dallas founded the very first Science Café in
Leeds, England in 1998. Café Scientifique echoed the Café
Philosophique movement in France founded just six years
earlier. The idea obviously resonated. Little more than a decade
later there are more than 300 Science Cafés in 40 countries
worldwide and 150 in the United States.
The oldest Science Festival in the modern sense appears to
be the Edinburgh International Science festival, first held
in 1988. Following the success of Edinburgh, more annual
public science events appeared in Europe, most notably the
Cheltenham Science Festival in 2002. Europe quickly embraced
this concept of celebrating science and formed the European
Science Event Association, with over 100 members from 37
countries. The United States, a latecomer to the Festival scene,
recently formed the Science Festival Alliance. The Alliance is
a consortium dedicated to fostering more and better Science
Festivals throughout the country, and is the product of four
founding institutions: the University of California, San Diego; the
MIT Museum; the University of California, San Francisco; and
the Franklin Institute.

WHAT IS A SCIENCE CAFÉ?
It may be easier to describe what a Science Café is not. It’s not
a class, not a lecture, not a demonstration, or show. The closest
analog may be a town hall meeting, where the topic is science.
The power of the format comes in taking science and scientists
out of the lab and away from the lectern and placing them in
an informal, social setting. This makes science less intimidating.
Placing scientists and citizens on a neutral playing field helps
the public see science as a human enterprise and scientists as
real people. In the best situations, Cafés help people see the
connections between science and their everyday lives.
HOW IS A SCIENCE FESTIVAL DIFFERENT FROM
A FESTIVAL?
Whether we are celebrating food, music, art, sports, or literature,
festivals are community celebrations that create civic or regional
pride, serve as an economic driver for the local economy, and
reach traditionally underserved audiences. Science Festivals are

A participant at a Science Festival pilots a remote operated vehicle
(ROV) real-time navigation camera developed by the Center for
Ocean Technology.
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a way of placing science (both the scientists and institutions)
into the same context as these cultural cornerstones while also
serving as a vehicle for connecting scientists directly with the
public, developing future workforce, and demonstrating how
science is relevant in our everyday lives.
EFFECTIVE PRACTICES AND LESSONS LEARNED

representing 1,600 scientists. This group provided the overall
festival vision and goals.
Tip: Seek out city/county co-sponsorship opportunities to
underwrite the cost of utilizing a public park, event staffing,
public safety, and transportation.

Location

Program Format

Whether you’re organizing a Science Café or a Science Festival,
the most critical ingredient in your recipe for success is location,
location, location. Despite the temptation to use Public Science
Events to draw patrons to your facility, resist. That’s your turf.
Public Science Events should be rooted in the public, sometimes
referred to as that “third place”—not home, not work, but a
social place where the hosts and participants can be on more
equal footing.

The program format for Science Cafés and Science Festivals
should aim to increase the public’s interest, participation, and
understanding of the role that science plays in our everyday
lives. These events provide new opportunities for the public to
interact with science, engineering, and technology professionals
face-to-face.

For a Science Café go out and find a bar or restaurant or coffee
house or bakery or any public place where people gather
socially. Most Cafés run in a bar or restaurant where food and
beverages are served; eating and drinking help create a casual,
social atmosphere.
Not any venue will do. Choose a place with a dedicated room
or presentation space—somewhere away from the main dining
room where your group can be together and the clatter and
din of other patrons will not intrude upon your discussion. You
shouldn’t have to pay for space. Once you explain what you
have in mind, most facilities will be eager participants. If the
space doesn’t have a built in sound system, hire one. Between
the shape and style of the room, the food and drink, and the
side conversations, it makes for an awkward sound space. If the
patrons can’t hear, there is plenty to distract them and they will
check out.
Tip: Don’t remove your tables and don’t move your chairs.
It’s tempting to pull the tables and reconfigure your chairs
to fit more people in your venue. Don’t do it. A theaterstyle set-up allows people to fall back into comfortable,
familiar, and totally passive lecture mode. A restaurant or
café set-up reinforces the social nature of the gathering
and encourages discussion.
Science Festivals are rooted in the public in every sense of the
word. Festival organizers should solicit input from a wide array
of stakeholders (i.e., public, sponsors, exhibitors, and target
audience). Science Festivals should take place outdoors in a
public space where the public is already conditioned for other
community festivals. Parking, accessibility, and transportation
are logistical items for consideration that can be effectively
managed, especially if the host city is included on the planning
committee from the beginning. The organizers of the St.
Petersburg Science Festival (http://www.stpetescifest.org) are
made up of representatives of the St. Petersburg Ocean Team
(http://www.spocenteam.org), a consortium of 14 institutions

Therefore, it is important to choose a Science Café speaker
with a little charisma who’s good on his/her feet and isn’t afraid
to smile. Information dump and academic logorrhea are the
enemies of a good Science Café. Short bursts of information
favor conversation. You want to find someone who is passionate
and knowledgeable about his or her topic, but who also has a
genuine interest in hearing what other people think.
Tip: Always meet with your principles onsite before your
Café. It’s a new format to most, so there is bound to be
anxiety. Standing in the space and reviewing the goals and
program for the evening will make for a much smoother
main event.
One of the most challenging aspects of planning your Café is
finding your format. Most Cafés start with some social time then
present 15-30 minutes of information in one format or another
(lecture, video, PowerPoint presentations). Some may take
another break for refills; others go right into the questions and
discussion, which make up the bulk of the time (with that said,
Café formats vary greatly). Some ban PowerPoint completely to
keep scientists out of lecture mode. Others feel their audiences

University of South Florida College of Marine Science’s Angela
Lodge and Oceanography Camp for Girls Alumni provide activities
to teach science concepts related to the Deepwater Horizon oil spill.
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need a visual focal point to keep their attention. Some use a
break between presentation and discussion for refills, collecting
questions, or group discussion.
Mote Science Café runs as a guided interview. A Café moderator
runs through a set of pre-determined questions with featured
guests. There is a break for refills and questions then the
moderator facilitates an extended discussion based on the
audience’s submitted questions. Mote Science Café collects
questions three ways: on index cards during the break (for shy
patrons), live during the discussion, and “virtually” through the
text polling service Polleverywhere (http://polleverywhere.
com). Café patrons can text questions into the service, and they
will appear on a projected screen in one corner of the room.
The moderator then pulls the most common questions from the
screen and the cards and uses these to guide the discussion,
mixing in live-audience questions as much as possible.
Tip: How do you get beyond deep Q and A? As questions
come in, direct some to the audience. Encourage your
speaker(s) to do the same. Seed your audience with
a couple of people you know can contribute to the
conversation if called upon. Many audience questions ask
for objective answers to factual questions. Be sure to add
your own questions that ask for opinions, of the audience
and your speakers.
Most Science Festivals have some sort of main program event:
a heavily publicized central event serving a significant fraction of
the community. Many main events take the form of a carnival or
exposition with dozens or hundreds of activities and presenters
brought to a centralized public location. A kick-off event is highly
recommended. The St. Petersburg Science Festival invited a
local drum corps to play during the opening ceremony and then
later led the public into the festival. The main event may go on
from a few hours to a few days. The main event can be magical,
funny, surprising, and varied. It may be the feature that defines
the Science Festival in the public eye. Exhibits engage the public
through hands-on interaction. Additional science events already
scheduled in your community could serve as “feeder” or
“teaser” events to the main event. These teaser events can take
place at night and provide a platform for more controversial,
edgy, and risky programming (i.e., Mood Foods from the Sea, or
What Makes a Suicide Bomber?).

The St. Petersburg SciCafé presents Japan Tsunami: The Science
behind a Tsunami and the Aftermath.

Tip: The best Science Festival exhibits immediately engage
visitors with playful, open-ended discovery. The content
fascinates people by helping them see themselves and
the world in new ways, be it through the experience of
unfamiliar things or a new perspective on the familiar. They
provide the opportunity for unscripted human interaction
that creates a personal connection between the visitor and
the people dedicated to the exhibit’s topic.

Research technician Karen Dreger (left) describes the remote
operated vehicle (ROV) used during the recovery effort after the
tsunami in Japan.

Cost
You can’t ignore the question of cost, but it doesn’t have to be a
deal breaker. What does it cost to run a Science Café? Not much.
Your venue should be free. Your patrons can manage their own
food and drink. Some Cafés offer munchies to entice participants.
In this case, you will have some food budget. There will be some
expenses associated with the presentation. You may have to rent
a sound system. If you use a service like Polleverywhere, there is
a fee associated. There may be some cost if you choose to offer
door prizes or buy your speakers dinner or drinks. The amount
you spend on promoting your Café is up to you. Some produce
flyers, brochures, and other collateral materials; others rely on
email and word of mouth. In the case of Mote Science Café, the
community was hungry for an event like this, so filling the room
was a small task. In a larger market with more competition for
your patrons’ time and attention, you may need to invest more
in your promotional efforts.
Tip: Use Facebook for more than just promotion. Mote
Science Café has its own page where the organizers create
interest for the Café by posting related links, articles, and
questions in the days leading up to the event, then post the
answers to left-over questions after. The intent is to enlarge
the conversation beyond the walls of the Science Café and
increase the reach and impact of the effort. For an example,
check out http://facebook.com/motesciencecafe.
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Science Festivals do require a budget and some funding. It is
critically important to identify a Fundraising Committee that
works closely with an Advisory Committee (individuals with
affluence and influence) to seek out individual, corporate,
foundation, government, and in-kind funding opportunities.
Start-up Festivals can range between $25K and $50K. Marketing,
promotion, start-up costs, a Festival Coordinator, and rental fees
(i.e., tents, tables, chairs etc.) are a few of the larger ticket items
that require funding. Many of these items can be donated in lieu
of an in-kind Festival sponsorship.
Tip: Careful planning on the front end to create “evergreen”
marketing materials (e.g., street banners, event banners,
etc.) can reduce costs in subsequent years. Collaborating
with an informal science institution may give you a leading
edge since many have a development office and donation
tracking software.
EVALUATION AND IMPACT
Evaluations provide a mechanism to determine if your public
science events are accomplishing their goals, and provide
participants and providers an opportunity to give feedback.
Evaluations are also an opportunity to contribute to the literature.
The first Cafés were nothing more than likeminded people
who wanted to go to the bar and talk about science. There may
be a niche you can fill like this, but Cafés have the potential to
be so much more. Two national surveys have been conducted
of Café organizers, presenters (scientists), and attendees. One
survey found that 40% of attendees did not work in a science
field and 33% were being introduced to the featured topic for
the first time by attending the Café. The later stat suggests that
the format is sufficiently intriguing and/or enjoyable to draw in
participants on its own merits. These surveys also found that
nearly all attendees expressed a willingness to attend future
Cafés and to recommend them to others. A subsequent survey
confirmed that 75% of respondents had followed through
and recommended Cafés to their friends. Data from Mote
Science Café support these results. In five events in 2010-11,
100% of evaluation respondents said they’d like to attend
another Science Café. If it’s true that people will come to a
Science Café because they enjoy it, there is great potential
to expose them to new subjects, including important marine
conservation issues.
Can Cafés have an impact beyond their walls? Survey and
evaluation data suggest they can. In the national surveys, more
than 75% of respondents had discussed the Café topics with
friends afterwards; two-thirds reported completing at least one
Café-suggested activity for becoming more engaged in science.
When asked to give the evening’s take home message after a
Mote Science Café on sustainable seafood and produce, 94%
of responses to the open-ended question consisted of solutionor action-oriented responses (e.g., ‘Buy local!’).

To evaluate your Café, you need something to evaluate: your
goals. Think about why you want to have a Café. What do you
hope to accomplish? What change would you like to see in
your audience? Mote Science Café strives to create an ongoing
community conversation on ocean science and conservation,
and to help the local community to see the connection between
(Mote) science and their everyday lives. To accomplish the latter,
our Cafés always feature a Mote researcher and a member of the
community. One example, we paired a bioacoustics researcher
with the director of the local orchestra.
Mote Science Café uses simple comment cards to get
information about patrons’ satisfaction with the experience, and
to poll their ideas of the evening’s take-home message. Early
evaluation efforts have focused on the nuts-and-bolts aspects
of the format. Later efforts will target outcomes. There are many
other ways to evaluate your Café. The Pier Aquarium’s SciCafé
uses an online survey distributed by email after the event.
WGBH in Boston uses Polleverywhere to ask a few evaluative
questions at the end of each event. Remember that your
evaluation does not have to perfectly capture every potential
aspect and outcome of your Café. Target a few specific aspects
each time. Any data is better than no data.
Tip: The first annual International Public Science Events
Conference was held in February 2011. Here are some
suggestions from Science Café organizers from around the
U.S. and the world:
· Use evaluation cards as entries for door prizes.
· Ask people who tweet about your Café to #hashtag
their messages so you can track them.
· Photograph the room to get a rough estimate of your
demographics.
· Divide the number of questions asked by the time
allotted for discussion as a measure of the “quality” of
your conversation.
Most of the Festival evaluation that exists comes out of the
tourism literature. Four Science Festivals around the United
States are currently being evaluated as part of a National
Science Foundation (NSF) grant. Some of the main evaluation
points measured include the public’s interest, engagement,
enjoyment, increased knowledge, and motivation to continue
learning as a result of their participation. Intercept surveys
were completed by volunteers during the Festival. Exhibitors
were post-surveyed as well. The St. Petersburg Science Festival
intentionally incorporated many of the same questions polled
by the NSF evaluators so that our information can contribute to
this study. Festival evaluations also allow you to determine the
potential economic impact of your Festival.
Tip: It’s important to train intercept survey volunteers well,
to ensure consistency and accuracy.
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E. Howard Rutherford is President/CEO of the Pier
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Related bridge resource pages:
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•
•
•
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http://www.sciencecafes.org
http://www.cafesientifique.org
http://www.sciencefestivals.org
Nova Science NOW:
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/sciencenow/
• American Chemical Society:
http://portal.acs.org

Mote Marine Laboratory:
http://www.mote.org/
Bridge’s Aquariums:
http://www2.vims.edu/bridge/search/bridge1output_
menu.cfm?q=aquarium

Jim Wharton is Vice-President of the Education Division
at Mote Marine Laboratory. He is a life member and past
president of FMSEA, and a current member of NMEA’s Board
of Directors.

Bridge’s Research Institutions:
http://www2.vims.edu/bridge/search/bridge1output_
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Project SOAR Takes Flight
By Ron Hirschi and Debbie Charna

Inspired by a project with roots far from the sea, kids around the
world have begun ambitious efforts to help reduce the seemingly endless stream of plastics that wash from
the land and enter marine food webs. The project, Save Our Albatross/Research (SOAR) fosters these efforts
while continuing outreach I started after visiting Midway Atoll, within the newly created Papahanaumokuakea
Marine National Monument, in 2009. My visit was as a participant in the NOAA/USFWS/State of Hawaii
sponsored Papahanaumokuakea 'Ahahui Alaka'i (PAA) program, an effort to encourage environmental leaders
to share their experiences with others. I took up the challenge with students and teachers, never realizing how
far-reaching SOAR might fly.

Fred was the brainchild of Paula Vertikoff, a kindergarten teacher
I’ve worked with during watershed projects in central Ohio.
She is the kind of teacher who pulls on waders, grabs a net,
and leads her students into waters to study rainbow darters,
frogs, and other creatures. Back in the classroom, if a desk was
a bit messy, homework forgotten, or a sweater was lost, Fred
was blamed. Missing your favorite marker? Why not imagine a
monkey snuck off with it to create a jungle mural!

This Laysan Albatross flies over the open ocean into Midway.

I’m a biologist who writes nature books for young readers, but
I am passionate about sharing my knowledge and experience
with kids engaged in school-based projects. I’ve led thousands
of kids on field trips to streams, ponds, and the ocean where we
team together with teachers and parent organizations to foster
an understanding and respect for all things associated with
water, watersheds, and the sea. As soon as I learned I would be
traveling to Midway, my planning began by contacting teachers I
had worked with in the past.
Developing Project SOAR
Well in advance of my journey to Midway, I asked teachers to
ask their students what I might study while in the Northwestern
Hawaiian Islands. I knew from previous experiences that I could
count on receiving well-researched questions, but little did
I know that these initial contacts with students would lead to
what has become known as Project SOAR. And who would have
guessed that one special teacher would hand me a silly little
monkey named Fred who has since become a symbol of the
project? A monkey? What’s a monkey got to do with the ocean?

So, I asked myself, why not build on Paula’s fictional monkey
business and bring Fred to Midway? I would use the monkey
character to help create teaching kits. These kits would focus on
the ecology and culture of Papahanaumokuakea and the ocean
in general, but also foster writing, art, and science in a fun way
for elementary-aged children.
I was soon writing “Postcards from Fred,” letting Paula’s class
know that Fred snuck into my suitcase and was determined to
visit Hawaii. I was also receiving long lists of questions from
teachers, the most inspiring from Columbus School for Girls,
in Columbus, Ohio, where Debbie Charna’s advanced literacy
group of Lower School students started a research project
centered on my trip and the issues related to seabirds, marine
mammals, and marine debris.
I entered many of their questions into journals, passing them
around to other PAA participants, biologists, and the co-manager
representatives who accompanied us to Midway. I also used the
questions in developing my own brief field studies and research
project related to ocean plastics. Each evening, I returned to the
questions and attempted to respond. Here’s a list of questions
from one of Debbie’s students who asked:
• “How much plastic is accidentally fed to the average
albatross chick?”
• “Is there a safe amount of plastic for an albatross to eat? In
other words, is there a limit to how much they can safely eat?”
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• “Is the albatross the largest bird in the world? The largest
bird that flies? Is it the bird that can fly for the longest time?”
• “What kind of trash do people most commonly find in dead
albatross chicks?”
• “Does the plastic endanger parrotfish, too?”
• “How much garbage do you think is in the Eastern and
Western garbage patches? And, does this affect people?”
The child’s final question triggered the creation of Project SOAR
when she asked, “Can we help organize a research club to
help the albatross and the environment?” It is common for kids
who care about the environment to create their own special
clubs and to join existing environmental organizations. But this
student insisted on asking to help create a “research” club that
would continue to ask tough questions. Here I was in the middle
of the Pacific, surrounded by a million albatrosses, tons of ocean
plastics, and her other questions lingering in my mind.
Each day, I picked up more and more plastic and watched,
helplessly as hundreds of albatrosses died from ingesting
toothbrushes, paint scrapers, bottle caps, toys, disposable
lighters, and fragments of plastic broken down by sun, wind, and
wave energy. By the fourth day on Midway, I had picked up more
than one-thousand pieces of plastic in an area about the size of
an elementary classroom. At first glance, the area was looking
fairly clean, clean that is, of the visible, macro-plastics easily
spotted and plucked for recycling. I now had practical knowledge
and firsthand information about Papahanaumokuakea to share
with kids. Together, along with other scientists on Midway, we
answered many of the young student’s questions, and I was
well on my way to mapping out a plan for Project SOAR.
I began working with Maya Plass of Learn to Sea in England
shortly after returning from Midway. She took to the project
and was inspired by our 2009 PAA adventures. Maya’s work
in leading beach cleanups and ocean workshops helped in her
being selected to take part in the 2010 PAA trip, during which
she took a well-traveled Fred back to the Northwestern Hawaiian
Islands. Fred’s return helped fuel more interest in Project SOAR,
as those involved began to add educational materials as well as
creative twists, such as the addition of “Friends of Fred.”
Friends of Fred
Moli, a stuffed animal representative of a Wandering Albatross,
was added to Project SOAR by Maya Plass. She had been
captivated by the Laysan and Blackfooted Albatrosses on
Midway and sent out Moli on journeys that have helped initiate
cleanups throughout Great Britain. I have since added many
Friends of Fred, including orca whales, sea turtles, black bears,
brown bears, mahi mahi, frogs, and other creatures. Each
addition is meant to represent habitats within the ocean or
within watersheds that flow to the sea.
Soon thereafter, I sent Fred and his journals, along with sand
samples, bits of found plastic, and lots of maps and other
information to schools. Debbie Charna was quick to respond.
She worked with her students to create an ocean and Great

Lakes board game, featuring many of the questions first asked
prior to my visit to Midway. She then sent a kit filled with items
from Midway, Fred, and the board game to Australia, where Jody
Plecas of Australia Marine Education and Protection Association
(AUSMEPA) took charge of the little monkey. Jody soon had Fred
involved in many education projects, even outfitting him with a
surfboard. The surfboard eventually became part of the storyline
in the collaborative project between schools in Rhode Island,
Washington, and Hawaii. Friends from Papahanaumokuakea,
Linda Schubert and Yumi Yasutake, also added immeasurably
to Project SOAR’s success. The two NOAA representatives
sent Fred to other countries and schools around the mainland,
contributing educational materials and extra touches from their
own personal interest in oceans and Hawaiian culture.
Friends of Fred Kits
Each kit sent to a school is unique, but typically includes
the following:
• One Fred, wearing an actual USFWS legband recovered
from a Midway Laysan or Blackfooted Albatross
• One “Friends of Fred” such as a plush Laysan Albatross
from the Kilauea Natural History Association: Each friend
also wears a numbered USFWS albatross legband. The
USFWS legbands add a powerful message, allowing
children to hold in their hands an actual piece of the
research method used to learn about ocean life hundreds
or thousands of miles from their homes.
• A copy of the Current issue that is dedicated to Papahanaukokuakea Marine National Monument
• Pamphlets describing Papahanaumokuakea
• Feeding Baby Albatross Kit: Designed to answer the
student’s question about how much plastic is fed to an
albatross chick. The feeding a baby albatross activity kit
is also powerful. I originally used boluses collected on
Midway, but the message seems to be transferred more
effectively when children see pieces of familiar plastic
added into the clear container. I’ve shared this activity
with hundreds of people of all ages and always get the
same response—everyone gets inspired to take action!
• A journal unique to each kit: The journals include Midway
photos along with entries from students and teachers
who have hosted other Fred and friends teaching
kits. The journals become teaching tools, helping to
chronicle SOAR projects through field notes, photos,
and documentation of beach cleanups, art installations,
and other activities. Eventually, they will be gathered
together to be used in presentations at conferences.
I’ve already used them along with sample projects such
as the Big Books to present at workshops and at the
National Art Educators Association annual conference
in Seattle in March 2011. Postings at the Project SOAR
blog, http://soaronhirschi.blogspot.com also help keep
track of activities, adding links to marine debris and other
relevant websites.
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Together, educators and students from around the globe are
sharing information and experiences with each other. For
example, Debbie Charna and her students pulled together “Fred
packages,” including slides of habitats in Papahanaumokuakea
that Yumi Yasutake narrated “live” from Hawaii to Debbie
Charna’s classroom in Ohio. While the girls in the literacy group
and their other third grade classmates viewed the slides on
their Smartboard, they were able to interact with Yumi and ask
questions. Additionally, these packages include information
on what the students have learned, games they have created,
and pictures and journals from Fred, highlighting his travels and
adventures. The packages are sent to schools and students in
other countries. Students receiving the packages are encouraged
to add their thoughts and experiences as well as souvenirs.
Fred is then passed along to his next destination. Our longterm goal is to include 52 friends of Fred who will travel the
globe with a shared purpose in having students become more
environmentally aware and responsible.

Sue Warburton’s class at Fishing Cove Elementary started a “Big
Book” project, connecting them to ocean projects and art. Fred
and his two cougar friends helped inspire the book’s storyline,
an adventure leading from the mountains to the Atlantic, around
Cape Horn, and on to Hawaii.

Project SOAR’s Impact on Schools
Examples of projects from other schools vary greatly and include
some collaborative efforts. Recently, students at Breidablik
Elementary in Washington State added art and writing to a “Big
Book” begun by young ocean savers at Fishing Cove Elementary
in Rhode Island. The book then traveled to Mokapu Elementary
in Hawaii, where more than 850 students added many pages
to the story that teaches ocean awareness using fact, fiction,
and dazzling illustrations. Like Fred, the stuffed animals spark
an interest in study in a fun way. Each species visits a school
and helps teachers focus on a habitat project. One example,
from the spring of 2011, included kids in Ohio and Washington
exploring lakes and ponds in search of damsel and dragonfly
nymphs. Students at Breidablik Elementary created PowerPoint
presentations about Washington State dragonflies, and students
at Sherman Elementary are planning future projects that may
include a pond restoration on the school grounds.

Fred and his friends visit students at the Columbus School for Girls.

At the same time, students in each school worked on their
own plastic reduction projects, conducted beach cleanups,
and started some competitive bottle cap collecting that has, in
turn, sparked more school efforts. Breidablik students decided
to combine their 5,000 plus caps with a collection of shrink
wrap from local businesses and beach cleanup debris to create
a whimsical and educational sculptural collage that graces 100
feet of chain link playground fencing. Flip flops, sunglasses,
buoys, rope, and beach toys are woven into the fence along
with fused plastic sea creatures crafted by each student. The
fish, jellies, whales, and other life forms paint a scene as colorful
as a coral reef, while the marine debris lurks as it does in the
real world, helping to educate all who might pass by in years to
come. And each student knows from his or her own research of
plastics that this art piece will stand for years, if not forever.
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students are studying many species in the natural world and
are deepening their understanding of the growing need to
help protect their habitats. The project has grown from within
Columbus School for Girls’ Lower School community into a global
initiative, designed to build understanding, communication,
collaboration, and partnerships between elementary-aged
students and scientists around the world. Together, Fred, his
cousins and friends, and the contents of his package spread the
word about critical ocean issues, and help explain to children
in other countries about our shared responsibility to be better
stewards of our environment, especially our waterways.”

Kindergartners fuse together plastic and marine debris to create
beautiful art.

In just two years, SOAR has reached several thousand students,
many states, and several countries, including Australia, the
Dominican Republic, Haiti, England, Scotland, Switzerland,
and Israel. Initially, students learn about marine debris and,
on seeing photos of albatross chicks dead and dying after
ingesting bottle caps, toys, lighters, and other plastics, they are
saddened. Sadness soon takes a positive direction sparking
inspiration after children see firsthand what other kids are up to
as teachers help their students express themselves in fun and
educational ways.
Writing books, making art, and initiating ambitious recycling/
repurposing projects have all been a part of SOAR since its
inception. More importantly, SOAR is a way in which kids can
connect through their school communities, sharing ideas
and learning from one another, as well as from the many
scientists, agencies, and non-profit groups tackling ocean
pollution issues. A principal focus through teaching kits sent
out to interested teachers and projects have also helped
raise awareness of specific sites like the Papahanaumokuakea
Marine National Monument.

The students are learning more than environmental stewardship.
They are learning research skills as part of their exploration of
animal, bird, and insect species that share planet Earth with
humans, including those in their own country. This exchange
deepens the students’ inferential comprehension skills, plus
expands their appreciation and understanding of the differing
availability of and uses for clean water. The relationship with
the students in other countries will also naturally foster service
learning and character education. Through their community
of inquiry approach to learning, including community-based
reading, writing, research activities, and experiences, this group
of five girls from Columbus has helped to touch many lives
across our planet.
This spring, the girls and their teacher received the Literacy
and Service Recognition Award at the International Reading
Association Convention in Orlando, Florida. Awards such as
this are typically given to students in high school. Imagine the
surprise of the audience of more than 50 college professors
and teachers when these young students presented work that
they had started back in the first grade! Through their inquiry
approach to learning, these students have used their literacy and
research skills to become more socially aware and responsible
citizens as well as actively sharing those skills with others.

But the spirited sharing and thoughtful passing along of Fred
and his friends is what makes SOAR work. Once a teaching kit
is used, added to, and passed along in some way, Fred and his
friends become somewhat like the book character, Flat Stanley,
but with a vital environmental purpose. People connect with
one another, learn about ocean issues, and contribute their
ideas or activities to the project.
According to Debbie Charna, “An important goal of Project SOAR
is to help children enjoy learning about our precious resource,
water, through creative, innovative, and fun literacy activities
and experiences. My students are further expanding the level
and impact of the original study through reading, writing, and
research, while inspiring others to focus on ocean health in
an effort to find meaningful solutions to water pollution. The

Debbie Charna’s Third Form (Grade) students at Columbus School
for Girls received an inaugural International Reading Association
Literacy and Social Responsibility Award for their work with Project
SOAR in May 2011.
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Debbie Charna is a Literacy Specialist and author of Batter

Project SOAR’s Future
My own work continues to include research on micro-plastics
in beach sands, an aspect of Project SOAR that I have been
assisted with by participants from the National Marine Educators
Association’s (NMEA) list serve, Scuttlebutt. Sand exchangers
from around the globe have sent sand samples, which I share
with kids so they can see firsthand the bits of plastic hidden in
our beaches.
I also continue to take Fred to schools whenever I am invited
as a guest author or biologist. Even if teachers are not aware
of Project SOAR, they soon become immersed in the projects
and connect with other participating schools. Fred hangs out
with kids during these workshops, often going home for a night
with a student. Schools that receive Fred often keep him for a
year and then send him on to another school. Friends of Fred,
together with SOAR kits, continue to be shared and used around
the globe.
Fred and Project SOAR have helped educate well over tenthousand people of all ages about Papahanaumokuakea, ocean
issues, and albatrosses—and teach schools and communities
how to help reduce, reuse, and, as Breidablik students now
say, “reporpoise” plastics. When I first saw dead and dying
albatrosses on Midway, I was deeply saddened, but I knew from
my experiences with students that they would find creative ways
to help solve some of our most pressing ocean problems…
along with a little help from a monkey, some caring teachers,
and their classmates.

Ron Hirschi is a biologist and author of more than four

dozen nature books for young readers. He brings his combined
experiences to schools, helping students to restore and protect
wetlands, study local watersheds, and find ways of expressing
their environmental concerns in positive ways. He co-created
Project SOAR after visiting Papahanaumokuakea Marine
National Monument in 2009, and continues to find new ways
of teaching others about the sanctuary and all ocean life. To
learn more about Project SOAR, visit http://soaronhirschi.
blogspot.com.

Up and the Partners Literacy Kit for parents of beginning readers.
She spent the first half of her teaching career with public school
children. She is currently teaching at Columbus School for Girls,
a private school in Columbus, Ohio. In her 32nd year of teaching,
Debbie loves to match children’s interests with appropriate
books and projects. Project SOAR grew from working with her
advanced Literacy Group as well as Ron Hirschi, when he visited
as an Artist in the School.
Photo Credits
Page 16, 18 (top right), 19 (top left) : Courtesy of Ron Hirschi
Page 18 (bottom left), 19 (bottom right): Courtesy of Columbus
School for Girls

Related bridge resource pages:
Scripps Environmental Accumulation of Plastic
Expedition (SEAPLEX):
http://sio.ucsd.edu/Expeditions/Seaplex/
NOAA Marine Debris:
http://marinedebris.noaa.gov/
SEA Breaking News: Plastic Debris:
http://www.sea.edu/press/index.html
5 Gyres:
http://www.5gyres.org/
COSEE West Albatross & Plastics:
http://www.usc.edu/org/cosee-west/resources.
html#Albatross
C-MORE Marine Debris:
http://cmore.soest.hawaii.edu/education/teachers/
science_kits/marine_debris_kit.htm

Call for Papers
SHARE YOUR IDEAS, LESSONS, or RESEARCH in Marine Education!
The editors of Current: The Journal of Marine Education are seeking articles for upcoming general issues. We hope
to review and publish articles on topics related to marine education. We seek original manuscripts that describe
research, lessons, resources, or strategies for teaching marine and aquatic lessons to a variety of audiences. Please
submit articles and/or activities by July 1, 2012 to Lisa Tooker at ltooker@sbcglobal.net for consideration. For
information on author guidelines, please visit the NMEA website at www.marine-ed.org and click on “Get Current
Author Guidelines.”
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AOOS: Bringing M arine Data

to

Life

By Darcy Dugan

At a recent Gulf of Alaska ecosystem workshop at remote Kasitsna
Bay, 20 formal and informal educators had the chance to play with the new data portal of the Alaska Ocean
Observing System (AOOS). Their response: The Jackpot! From the comfort of your own classroom, you can now
access real-time sensors, weather and ocean forecasts, and webcams across Alaska through a single interface. And
it’s fun. Your eighth graders are getting antsy? Head straight to the site: http://data.aoos.org/maps/sensors/.

As scientific advancements leap forward, an increasing amount
of data are logged and made available through the internet.
However, the usability of this information only goes so far.
To address the need for better access to marine data, AOOS
is actively developing and refining interactive web-based
tools to assist regulators, coastal managers, researchers, spill
responders, educators, and the general public. We welcome
educator feedback!

What is AOOS?
AOOS is part of a national and global network of ocean
observing. AOOS is a stakeholder-driven organization
whose mission includes:
• Increasing access to existing coastal and ocean data.
• Packaging information and data in useful ways to
meet the needs of stakeholders.
• Increasing observing and forecasting capacity in all
regions of the state, with a priority on the Arctic and
Gulf of Alaska.
For more information on AOOS, visit www.aoos.org. To
learn about partner ocean observing systems around
the U.S., visit http://www.ioos.gov/
Note: AOOS welcomes user feedback to help improve
our site, the data provided, and the method in which it
is disseminated. If you have suggestions, please contact
Darcy Dugan at dugan@aoos.org.

While the applications of the tools are broad, they are also
designed to help people with specific needs. New tools provide timely conditions for recreational or commercial boaters,
display research instrument locations to enhance Arctic
collaboration, supply trend and forecast data to help manage
multi-billion dollar commercial fisheries, and sustainably
manage other biological resources. Through these applications,
students can make their own inquiries and test hypotheses
with real source data.
The data visualization effort carried out by AOOS is part of a
broader initiative by the U.S. Integrated Ocean Observing
System (IOOS), which is managed by the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). AOOS is one of 11
regional ocean observing systems around the country, and
functions as a stakeholder-driven organization representing a
network of critical ocean and coastal observations, data, and
information products.
The newest line of AOOS data products, launched in 2011,
was designed with a focus on “seeing” the data. The tools
can easily incorporate the elements of various water column
depths and time ranges from hours to days to years. These
tools draw from data provided by government agencies, nongovernmental organizations and industry, and integrate multiple
types of data. For example, it is possible to overlay real-time
air temperature measurements with gridded long-term climate
forecasts. Soon, AOOS will also have the capacity to add and
combine other types of geographic information system (GIS)
layers, such as commercial fishing efforts, endangered species
habitat, jurisdictional boundaries, and hydrologic features.
For educators, the data portal also provides a wealth of
opportunities. Students can track data in real-time, as well
as compare actual observations with modeled forecast data.
Students can also overlay different types of spatial information to
answer questions and develop various environmental scenarios.
Due to high performance computing capabilities that fuel the
AOOS data system, the tools can run quickly and efficiently in
the classroom setting, allowing maximum interaction between
students and marine data.
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AOOS Model Explorer: This interactive map display provides
a new way to serve multi-dimensional model outputs describing
oceanographic and atmospheric parameters. Users can visually
explore the models through space, time, and depth through an
intuitive Google interface. They can also drop ‘virtual sensors’
on model grids to produce and download a localized time
series, or compare the model data to actual sensors. Currently,
the system houses over 100 unique layers, including forecast
models, satellite images, and climate models from eight different
sources. Parameters include wind, wave, precipitation, currents,
salinity, sea ice, and many more (available at http://data.aoos.
org/maps/forecasts-models/).

These maps (above and below) feature wind, wave, and other
oceanographic and atmospheric parameters.

Alaska Sensor Map: This interactive map assimilates realtime sensor feeds from sources across Alaska, and displays the
information for users through a single interface. The application
connects to approximately 3,000 stations supported by 12
organizations, and provides access to over 4,500 unique sensor
feeds. Examples include temperature, precipitation, wave
height, wind speed, and direction. The map also connects to
263 webcams statewide. When clicking on a station, users can
view a graph of recent conditions in that location and toggle
between sensors. AOOS will soon be archiving these feeds
to provide easily downloadable time-series data (available at
http://data.aoos.org/maps/sensors.php).

The Alaska Sensor Maps (above and below) provide real-time
sensor feeds from locations across Alaska.
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Arctic Research Assets Map: This web-based mapping
application provides a visual display of the location of research
assets in the Beaufort and Chukchi Seas in the Arctic Ocean.
Asset types include both in situ instruments (buoys, moorings,
acoustic recorders) and transect research (i.e., marine mammal
observation over flights). By clicking on an asset, users can
view the dates of deployment and pick-up, principal investigator
(PI) name and contact information, other parameters being
measured, and the project website. The map can be queried
by time period, parameters being measured, or asset owner.
This application is designed to assist with region-wide planning,
research logistics, and public education and outreach, and
support other collaborations (available at: http://data.aoos.org/
maps/arctic_assets.php).

The North Pacific Seabird Data Portal: This portal provides
access to colony, species abundance, species distribution, diet,
and boat-based observational data for approximately 250
species of seabirds. Users of the portal can filter data by species,
data type, and temporal parameters. New data can be entered
directly by researchers and made available in real-time to other
users seeking information (available at http://data.aoos.org/
maps/seabirds.php).

Over 250 species of seabirds are tracked by researchers on
the North Pacific Seabird Data Portal.

Darcy Dugan

is the program manager at the Alaska
Ocean Observing System in Anchorage, where she works
on partnerships and outreach. As a life-long Alaskan, she has
studied fisheries, eco-tourism, and the impact of coastal change
on northern communities. When not discussing the intricacies
of the marine environment, she enjoys wilderness adventures
in Alaska.
These web-based maps (above and below) display the location of
research assets in the Beaufort and Chukchi Seas.

Related bridge resource pages:
Bridge Ocean Observing System Resources:
http://www2.vims.edu/bridge/search/bridge1oos_
menu.cfm?q=oos
Bridge Ocean Observing System Primer:
http://www2.vims.edu/bridge/Bridge_OOS_Primer.pdf
Bridge DATA Series—Ocean Observing Systems:
http://www2.vims.edu/bridge/search/oosarchives.cfm
COSEE Networked Ocean World (NOW):
http://coseenow.net/
NOAA National Data Buoy Center:
http://www.ndbc.noaa.gov/
C.O.O.L. Classroom:
http://www.coolclassroom.org/home.html
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The Learning Cycle: Engaging Children
in the Scientific M ethod
By Amber Siler and Mary Carla Curran

The following lesson incorporates the Learning Cycle method of

instruction, a hot topic in education today, to improve student skills of observation while providing a valuable
experience with the scientific method. Students will observe grass shrimp (Palaemonetes pugio) to determine
how coloration and environment affect their ability to be seen by humans or natural predators. The Learning
Cycle will serve as a guide for students to first observe and then draw conclusions based on those observations.

Educators struggle with why students do not excel in science,
and how students can perform better in this subject area. In
the 2007 Trends in International Mathematics and Science
Study, the average science scores of U.S. fourth and eighth
graders had not changed measurably from 1995 (National
Center for Education Statistics 2007). There are many possible
reasons why American students show significant deficiencies
in science, and teachers share the same concerns nationally.
It has been suggested that science is put on the back-burner
because states mandate that reading and math are focused
upon. Other possibilities include time and funding restrictions
that do not allow for the proper focus on the science standards
or even a deficiency in content knowledge of science teachers,
which decreases the effectiveness of their lessons. Whatever
the causes, the effects are clear. Teachers must do something
to improve student interest, motivation, understanding, and
performance in the sciences.
A well researched but not yet widely practiced teaching method
that addresses issues of motivation, interest, and academic
achievement is known as the Learning Cycle (Settlage 1999).
While the Learning Cycle is not exclusively a strategy for teaching
science, Olson and Mokhtari (2010) state that scientists follow
this cycle naturally by first observing and exploring, developing
explanations for phenomena, and providing vocabulary only
when a subject is better understood. Therefore, it is perfectly
suited for teaching science and the scientific method. The
Learning Cycle is a process for planning and designing an activity
that begins with orientation and exploration, moves through
concept formation and application, and ends with reflection
and assessment (Atkin and Karplus 1962; Lawson et al. 1989;
Abraham 1997; Lawson 2001; Hanson 2005; Wise and Bluhm
2008). Aultman et al. (2010) designed a lesson about the
scientific method using grass shrimp research. The lesson
begins with observation before any guidance or information is
provided from the teacher, which is suggested by the Learning
Cycle. When teachers follow these same simple steps for
planning science lessons, students will exhibit improvement
in attitudes, achievement, understanding, and retention of

concepts because they will be active learners (Raghubir 1979;
Lott 1983; Renner et al. 1985; Abraham and Renner 1986;
Abraham 1988; Lawson et al. 1989; Hanson 2005).
Educators often already use parts of the Learning Cycle but just
in a different order. Effective teachers provide vocabulary and
varied experiences, but many tend to provide this passively
through lectures and reading materials before letting the
students actively participate in an experience. The Learning
Cycle simply reverses the order of traditional teaching and
places more responsibility in the hands of the students (Hanson
2005). The students are responsible for exploring, asking and
answering questions throughout the lesson, applying what
they know to a given task, and reflecting on what they learned.
Planning science investigations using the Learning Cycle will
provide a satisfying experience for both student and teacher
because of the increase in student motivation and achievement
(Lawson 2001).
Whether from a distance or up close in a natural or simulated
habitat, observation is the primary method scientists use to learn
about the world (Ropert-Coudert 2005). Teachers can expose
students to the scientific method by providing opportunities
to enhance their observation skills (Checkovich and Sterling
2001; Oğuz-ünver 2009). Direct observation is essential for
generating and testing scientific hypotheses (Farenga 2003;
Smith and Reiser 2005). Fishes are excellent organisms to
study because of their diversity and are inexpensive and easy
to maintain in a laboratory environment (Powers 1989). For
example, Castro (2003) observed the eating habits of fish
before and after being exposed to river water contaminated by
various metals coming from an abandoned mine. The scientists
could only tell if the pollution affected the eating behavior of
the fish by using direct, timed observation. While scientists of
all disciplines rely on observation in some way, it is arguably the
single most important tool for behavioral ecologists who study
animal behavior. The theory behind these studies can easily be
brought into the classroom to start students on their own path
of inquiry and discovery using the same scientific method.
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Standard A: Science As Inquiry (K-4)
• Abilities necessary to do scientific inquiry
• Understandings about scientific inquiry
Standard C: Life Science (K-4)
• Characteristics of organisms
• Organisms and environments
Ocean Literacy Standards (see Resources on page 28)
Principle 5d. Ocean biology provides many unique examples
of life cycles, adaptations, and important relationships among organisms (such as symbiosis,
predator-prey dynamics, and energy transfer)
that do not occur on land.
Students observing clear water in tanks.

TEACHING TIME

BACKGROUND

• 50-minute lesson
• Additional time as necessary to complete the Academic
Choice activity

Dagger blade grass shrimp (Palaemonetes pugio) have
been studied to determine their abundance, their predation
and predator avoidance techniques, and demonstrate the
importance of their role in a salt marsh food web (Welsh 1975;
Morgan 1980; Kunz 2006; Chaplin-Ebanks and Curran 2005;
Chaplin-Ebanks and Curran 2007; Aultman and Curran 2008;
Williamson et al. 2009; Aultman et al. 2010). They can be found
in brackish water marshes from Canada to Texas (Kaplan 1988),
and they are easy to collect and simple to maintain in aquaria
(Kunz 2006). Grass shrimp are an ideal subject for beginning
science students to observe. They can be used to demonstrate
how an animal uses camouflage as protection. Their transparent
coloration enables them to hide in turbid water and among the
rocks and shells in their habitat. Grass shrimp are easy subjects
for young students to handle. The only risk is a slight poking
from the rostrum that can be addressed by teaching students
how to properly handle the shrimp. In this lesson, grass shrimp
are observed for two purposes: to demonstrate the importance,
usefulness, and intricacies of observation as a scientific skill; and
to emphasize the significance of coloration as an adaptation for
avoiding predation. This activity was tested with fourth grade
students at the Coast Camp summer program held at Savannah
State University in Savannah, Georgia in July 2011.

ACTIVITY: DO YOU SEE WHAT I SEE?
APPROPRIATE GRADE LEVEL
Fourth Grade
OBJECTIVES
National Science Education Standards (NRC 1996)
Unifying Concepts and Processes
• Evidence, models, and explanation

MATERIALS
• Five fish tanks (1-2 gallon)
• 50 live grass shrimp (10 per tank)
• Brackish water for shrimp (cannot be tap water unless a fresh
water tolerant species is used). Instant Ocean® can be used
to turn fresh water into brackish water (see Resources).
• Marsh mud
• Shells and rocks
• Plants
• Tank covers (plastic grocery bags work well)
• Secchi disk (for measuring turbidity of water)
• T-H-C Sample Chart Worksheet (see page 29)
• Do You See What I See Worksheet (see page 30)
• Drawing Conclusions Worksheet (see page 31)
• Pencils
• Stop watch or clock with second hand
• Sample Academic Choice Project Rubric Worksheet (see
page 32)
PROCEDURE
Preparation: Set up the “Do You See What I See” activity
at least 24 hours in advance. Each tank environment will vary
according to the directions provided in “Set-Up: Do You See
What I See Worksheet” (on page 29). Fill all five tanks with
water before adding any environmental elements. Add shrimp
last. All water used should be brackish water retrieved from the
same place the shrimp are caught, or Instant Ocean® can be
used to turn fresh water into brackish water (see Resources).
Modifications are provided at the end of this lesson if grass
shrimp are not available. The first tank should have nothing in it
but water. The second and third tanks will have the addition of
marsh mud, but only enough to make the water a translucent
brown. Add only a tablespoon at a time until desired turbidity
is reached. The turbidity can be checked by submerging a
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Secchi disk into the tank and observing it from directly above.
An image and directions for use of the Secchi disk are provided
in the “Set-Up: Do You See What I See Worksheet.” The disk
should disappear from sight when submerged between 2.5-3
inches (6.4-7.6 cm). The turbidity of the water will decrease
as the mud settles over time. The sediment can be stirred to
increase turbidity before beginning the activity. Add plants,
rocks, and shells to the third tank. The rocks and shells should
be a consistent color. Place only plant life in the fourth tank, and
only rocks and shells in the fifth. Plastic grocery bags or some
other covering should be used so that none of the tanks can be
viewed until the observation portion of the activity begins.
Orientation: Read one of the following quotes to start the
lesson and discuss with students what they think it means:
• “We value our sight above almost everything else. The reason
for this is that of all the senses sight makes knowledge most
possible for us and shows us the many differences between
things.” -Aristotle
• “All of us are watchers—of television, of time clocks, of traffic
on the freeway—but few are observers. Everyone is looking,
not many are seeing.” -Peter M. Leschak
Present the graphic organizer called a T-H-C chart. A “T-H-C
Sample Chart Worksheet” from Coast Camp 2011 is provided.
The sample is a chart of actual student responses. The first
question in the chart asks the students to think about a topic
opposed to asking them what they already know as in a K-W-L
chart. The second question asks them to brainstorm how they
are going to carry out their thoughts or plans. Both of these
questions on the chart are asked before beginning the activity.
The last question asks what conclusions students can draw using
the new knowledge and is asked during the concept formation
stage of the Learning Cycle (Crowther 2004).
Record student responses to the question: THINK of any
difficulties someone might encounter when observing salt
marsh animals?

If students use words to explain or describe what they are trying
to say, write their responses verbatim. Writing all responses
validates student input, gives them some ownership of the
path of the lesson, and should spark their curiosity of what is to
come. Do not provide new vocabulary at this time. The point is
to have the students observe the animal (or object) and have
some experience with it before introducing new terminology.
During this time, teachers should guide student thoughts and
ideas with questions like what might happen if...? Can you think
of anything else? Can you think of any problems with...?
As a class, students should answer the next question on the
T-H-C chart: HOW can someone best observe a salt marsh
animal? Again record all responses. Tell the students that today
they will be scientists counting and observing grass shrimp in
different environments. At the end of the activity they will share
their observations, which will be the data, and will describe what
they know about observing the grass shrimp.
Exploration: Divide the students into groups of three to four
students. This allows the students a better view of each tank.
Tell them that each group will start at one of the five tanks and
rotate to the others. They will have 10 seconds to count how
many shrimp are in the tank. After the teacher counts down from
10, each group will simultaneously move to the next tank and
count the shrimp. Students will use the “Do You See What I See
Worksheet” to record their findings. Emphasize to students that
this is not an estimation activity but one where the exact number
is important. Encourage students to count only what they see.
After each tank has been observed by each group, the students
will be given the actual number of shrimp that were in each tank
to record in the second column of the “Do You See What I See
Worksheet.” They will use these numbers to make a fraction of
the number of shrimp observed to the actual number present,
and find an equivalent fraction with a denominator of one
hundred by multiplying by ten tenths. If the teacher chooses
to vary the number of shrimp in each tank (see Modifications/
Extensions on page 27), the students need to be provided the
instruction for converting a fraction to a decimal.
Next, the students will view all tanks and make detailed,
qualitative observations about the tank environments using the
bottom of the “Do You See What I See Worksheet.”

Students looking into clear water while taking notes of observations
during the activity.

Concept Formation: Ask the students if they notice any
differences between the data collected from counting the
shrimp and the data collected from the tank observations.
Explain that the data at the top are quantitative data and consist
of numbers. The data at the bottom are known as qualitative
data and consist of words and descriptions. The students
will use both types of data collected to complete the guided
questions on the “Drawing Conclusions Worksheet.” They
should describe what the shrimp were doing in the tank and
answer the question: What else would you like to know about
grass shrimp? Students could also draw a picture of the grass
shrimp on the back of the “Drawing Conclusions Worksheet.”
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Qualitative data: non-numerical information expressed in
the form of words, descriptions
Turbidity: cloudiness from stirring up sediment and having
particles suspended in water, cloudy
Bottom topography: physical features found on the bottom
of a body of water
Shelter: something that provides cover or protection from
weather or danger
Coloration: the natural color or markings of an animal or plant
Natural habitat: environmental area where an organism or
population usually lives
Students viewing the turbid water.

As a class, complete the last question on the T-H-C chart:
What CONCLUSIONS can be made about observing salt marsh
animals? Let the students share the conclusions they made on
their “Drawing Conclusions Worksheet.” The teacher can ask
each question and record the class findings on chart paper or
the board, introducing new vocabulary words as they come up
throughout the discussion (e.g., coloration, bottom topography,
structure, shelter, turbidity, natural habitat, simulated habitat,
quantitative observation, and qualitative observation).
Application: Explain the importance of the steps in the
scientific method that scientists use when exploring the world
around them. They observe, collect data, draw conclusions,
ask themselves new questions about what they have learned,
and begin observing again to find the answers. It is a cycle of
discovery, and observation is very important to the cycle. Ask
students what advice they might give to other new “scientists”
about making observations of animals.
The students will engage in an Academic Choice activity to
show what they know. They will each be given the same task,
but they will be able to choose how to present this task to
the class. TASK: Explain to other students the importance of
observation in science and provide advice about how to best
observe in a marine environment. The students can be given
time to research the topic further before beginning. See the
sample rubric listing what the students must include to receive
a passing grade. CHOICES: Students can choose to make a
brochure (Fogleman and Curran 2006), create a PowerPoint
presentation, write and illustrate a poem, or build a triangular
diorama with explanation in order to show what they know
about observation. These choices can be adjusted based on
student ability and interests.
VOCABULARY
Observation: the ability to notice details in order to gain
information, attentively watching
Quantitative data: numbers or measurements

Simulated habitat: reproduction of the natural home or
environment of an animal or plant
ASSESSMENT
The “Do You See What I See Worksheet” can be used as a formal
assessment of student ability to record observations, collect
data without altering it later, and use fractions and decimals
interchangeably. The “Drawing Conclusions Worksheet” can
be used to evaluate whether student conclusions matched
the data collected while the completed “Sample Academic
Choice Project Rubric Worksheet” activities assess student
ability to explain the importance of observation to scientists
and how to be good observers. Observing student interactions
during the activity and during the whole class discussion at
the end of the activity can be used as informal assessments
of student understanding.
MODIFICATIONS/EXTENSIONS
Depending on the availability of grass shrimp, other materials
used, and funds available to teachers, modifications of this
activity may be necessary. At many pet stores, other species
of shrimp are usually available and can be used. Check
whether they are fresh or salt water shrimp so that their water
can be supplied accordingly. Instant Ocean® can be used to
turn fresh water into brackish water (see Resources). Small
translucent fish or freshwater crayfish may be substituted and
observed. Small shrimp-like fishing lures set on the bottom
and dangling throughout the tanks could also be used. Clear
marbles could also be used, although, they will not provide the
added complication of movement and will not be distributed
throughout the water column. It is possible to use only rocks
instead of rocks and shells to replicate the bottom topography
of the salt marsh, but they should have the same sandy, neutral
colors. Plastic aquarium plants from the store or strips of green
or brown plastic tablecloths attached to something heavy can
be used to imitate plant life. To simulate marsh mud, silt found
at the bottom of ponds or lakes may be used. Teachers can
generate an experiment assessing the usefulness of household
products to create varying turbidity levels, such as food coloring
or corn starch.
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Possible extension activities include but are not limited to:
• Visual Arts: Creating a collage using cut up magazines.
Students can hide pictures of shrimp within their collage to
mimic this experiment. They can take their collages home
and have a family member observe them and find as many
shrimp as they can in 10 seconds.
• Math: Have students measure the length and weight of each
grass shrimp and find the mean measurements.
• Science: With a microscope the students can observe the
physical features of a shrimp more closely. They can view the
rostrum, antennae, tail, and pairs of legs to create a labeled
drawing. They may be able to use the microscope to count
parasite trematodes in the body as well.
• Language Arts: Write a descriptive narrative or informational
essay about grass shrimp. Students can also research and
write about another salt marsh animal and how coloration,
movement, or predator avoidance techniques make it difficult
to observe. Create a word search, word scramble, or crossword
puzzle using the new vocabulary words.
• Physical Education: Have students play hide-and-seek
outside and discuss strategies for hiding, including why certain
hiding places work better than others, and how movement
and/or environmental factors might affect the ability to hide?
Play a version of the freeze tag game Octopus, but call it
Shrimp and Crab. One person is designated to be a crab in
the middle of the playing area. All the other players begin as
shrimp. All shrimp start at one side of the playing area and
walk quickly backward (mimicking the predator avoidance
technique of backward thrusting) past the crab who tries to
tag them. Anyone tagged becomes smooth cordgrass and
must stay in one spot, but tries to help the crab tag shrimp as
well. The remaining shrimp walk backward to the other side
of the field. Play continues back and forth until there is only
one shrimp left who is declared the winner.
DISCUSSION
After completing this activity with the Coast Camp students,
they reported that the tank with only plants and the tank with no
visual obstacles were equally good for observation. One student
commented that the plants provided contrast and made it easier
to count the shrimp. It was most difficult to count shrimp in the
tanks containing turbid water. One student said that he could
count the ones that moved in the water along the side of the
turbid tank. Some students simply guessed a number when
they got to these tanks instead of marking zero, if none could
be seen. Teachers should address this issue before the activity,
emphasizing to students that they should not guess. Some of
these findings were contrary to what we originally hypothesized.
We thought that the clear tank would be the easiest followed by
the tanks with turbid water.
The Learning Cycle method of instruction is simple for teachers
to implement in any subject area. The key is to let the students

first be explorers making connections to any prior knowledge
they have of a subject before the teacher provides further
instruction. If students have no prior knowledge of a subject or
topic, exploration is the perfect way to allow them to experience
the new information for themselves and make connections
to their lives. Asking students to participate in lessons before
giving them background information may be uncomfortable
for teachers who are used to providing lectures, reading, and
vocabulary first, but is essential for students to become more
independent and critical thinkers. Discussion and questioning
techniques are also necessary in this process for both informal
observations of student understanding and to guide the
direction of the lesson. Using the Learning Cycle will improve
student understanding and involvement in a subject, increasing
their overall achievement. Producing successful students that
can think and reason through problems for themselves is the
ultimate goal of education.
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Set-Up: Do You See What I See Worksheet
Twenty-four hours before the students enter the classroom and
engage in this activity, the teacher will need to prepare the lab
using the descriptions outlined for each tank.

Color or place the image of the Secchi disk on the bottom of a
wax coated paper cup and submerge into each tank to check
turbidity. Disk should disappear when submerged between 2.53 in (6.4-7.6 cm).

Tank Variables

SECCHI DISK

Tank

Description

1

Water with no visible obstacles

2

Water with mud

3

Water with mud, plant life, and shells/rocks

4

Water with plants

5

Water with shells/rocks

T-H-C Sample Chart Worksheet
This chart represents the responses from students at Coast Camp 2011 at Savannah State University in Savannah, Georgia.
THINK of any difficulties someone
might encounter observing salt
marsh animals?

HOW can someone best observe a
salt marsh animal?

What CONCLUSIONS can be drawn
about observing salt marsh animals?

• Make sure animals are not dangerous.

• Touch (be careful)

• Do not harm them while observing.

• Smell

• Cannot see all animals in their natural
habitat (turbidity, plants, and bottom
topography).

• Animals may go into deeper parts of
the water.

• See

• Camouflage
• You may get stuck in the mud.
• Size of the animal, harder to see.

• Hear
• Taste (some experiments only)

• Easiest to see in clear water with
contrasting color (plant).
• Movement makes them hard to see.

• May use microscope or
magnifying glass.
• Catch them and put in tank.
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Do You See What I See Worksheet
Scientist’s name:_ __________________________________________________

Date of experiment:_________________________

Observation of Shrimp

Tank

1

2

3

4

5

Tank

Number
observed

Actual number

Number
observed
actual number
(fraction)

Find an
equivalent
fraction

Percent observed
(convert fraction
to decimal)

x 10 =
10 =
x 10 =
10 =
x 10 =
10 =
x 10 =
10 =
x 10 =
10 =

Observation of Tank Environments

1

2

3

4

5
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Drawing Conclusions Worksheet
Scientist’s name:_ __________________________________________________

Date of experiment:_________________________

Using the quantitative data (percent counted) and qualitative data (descriptions of environments) you collected, answer the
following questions.
1. In which tank did you count the highest percentage of shrimp?

2. In which tank did you count the lowest percentage of shrimp?

3. In which setting(s) was it easier to count the shrimp?

4. What were some environmental factors that made it difficult to count the shrimp?

5. Which of these factors is found in the natural environment of the shrimp?

6. Does the coloration of the shrimp help or hinder the observation process? How?

7. How did the movement of the shrimp affect ability to count them?

8. Think about how scientists observe the ocean and marine organisms. List some ways that the methods could be improved.

9. Scientists often need to get good estimates of animal density. This means sampling to find out how many animals are found in a
small area and using that number to estimate how many are in the whole area. If you cannot see into the water and grass shrimp
can escape from an area, what are some ways to sample grass shrimp that would maximize the percent collected?
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Sample Academic Choice Project Rubric Worksheet

Oral Presentation

Grammar

Neatness

Research

Science Content

This is an example rubric addressing science content, researched information, neatness, grammar, and oral presentation abilities.
Teachers would circle accordingly and tally the points. Maximum points possible using this rubric is 25. Multiplying total points by four
will give a score as a percentage out of 100.

5

4

3

2

Student included
at least four details
about what affects
their ability to observe
a marine environment.

Student included at
least three details
about what affects
their ability to observe
a marine environment.

Student included at
least two details about
what affects their
ability to observe a
marine environment.

Student included only
one detail about what
affects their ability
to observe a marine
environment.

Included three or
more facts about
why/how scientists
use observation.

Included two
facts about why/
how scientists use
observation.

Included one
fact about why/
how scientists use
observation.

Included zero
facts about why/
how scientists use
observation.

Entire project is
neat and legible. No
erasure marks or stray
marks. Pictures are
included and colorful.

Entire project is neat
and legible. Only one
erasure or stray mark.
Pictures are included
but lack color.

Entire project is neat
and legible. One to
two erasure or stray
marks. Only one
picture included and
may lack color.

Project is not neat or
legible. More than two
erasure or stray marks.
No pictures and
project lacks color.

No spelling or
grammatical errors.

Only one spelling or
grammatical error.

Two spelling or
grammatical errors.

Three or more spelling
or grammatical errors.

Time limit one to two
minutes, maintained
appropriate eye
contact, posture,
and spoke at an
appropriate pace and
volume.

Time limit one to two
minutes, maintained
appropriate eye
contact, posture, but
did not speak at an
appropriate pace or
volume.

Time limit one
minute. Did not
maintain eye contact,
have appropriate
posture, and could not
easily be heard.

Spoke for less than
one minute and/or
did not focus on topic.
Did not maintain
eye contact, have
appropriate posture,
and could not easily
be heard.
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Understanding Audiences and A dvancing Conservation:
A n Update from the Research Initiative of The Ocean Project
By Bill Mott, Wei Ying Wong, Ph.D., and Douglas Meyer

Information about the interests and attitudes of an audience has

proven to provide the foundation for successful communication and education efforts in a wide variety of
fields. Not surprisingly, this type of strategic information is now also in demand from zoo, aquarium, and
museum (ZAM) directors and educators, those working at state and federal marine programs, conservation
non-governmental organizations (NGOs), and many others who are looking to better engage with audiences to
help advance ocean conservation.

To help in this regard, The Ocean Project has been conducting
large-scale national market research on a range of ocean,
climate, and other related environmental topics. This research
offers unprecedented insights into who our audiences are,
what messages they will hear, and how to motivate behavioral
change.

The Ocean Project conducts market research and develops
related communication resources to provide its partner ZAMs and
the broader conservation community with strategic information
and insights to aid them in becoming stronger advocates for the
environment and conservation action. In 1998 and 1999, The

This article briefly covers several key findings and opportunities
that have been identified thus far in this market research
initiative.
The Ocean Project began conducting research into Americans’
attitudes toward and knowledge about the ocean in the late
1990s. This was done at the request of its growing global
partner network, which now includes approximately 1,500
ZAMs and conservation-related organizations, in their efforts
to understand and inspire their audiences to advance ocean
conservation.
With significant support from the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Office of Education, and
in collaboration with Monterey Bay Aquarium and the National
Aquarium, The Ocean Project has been able to greatly expand
its market research initiative over the last few years into what
is now the most extensive such effort ever undertaken on any
environmental issue.
Background
To advance ocean conservation, The Ocean Project works in
partnership with zoos, aquariums, and museums (ZAMs), and
other informal science and education centers. Originally founded
in the late 1990s by a handful of leading aquarium directors
in North America who wanted the aquarium community to
do more for ocean conservation, The Ocean Project partner
network has grown to include approximately 1,500 ZAMs and
other informal science and education centers in all 50 states
and in 80 other countries.

Visitors look to zoos and aquariums to provide guidance on how to
be part of the conservation solution.
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Ocean Project undertook its first major public opinion research
effort, looking into Americans’ understanding of and attitudes
toward the ocean. This research—including focus groups and a
subsequent telephone survey of 1,500 Americans—significantly
expanded upon SeaWeb’s 1996 ocean attitudes research,
which marked the first time public opinion research had been
used to strategically inform conservation and advocacy efforts.
The resulting report, Communicating About Oceans: Results of
a National Survey, was published in October 1999. Notably, it
established the baseline against which future research initiatives
could measure changes in how the American public perceives
and relates to the ocean, and also provided a benchmark for
future research.
Since 2008, The Ocean Project has sought to update and
expand upon those earlier findings by creating what is now an
ongoing research initiative.
Among its goals, this research initiative strives to:
• Innovate new best practices in the field of public opinion
research;
• Leverage new technologies that lend a high-confidence
analytical context to data;
• Significantly expand the ocean attitudes and knowledge base,
and provide ZAMs and others in the ocean conservation
community with actionable information; and
• Create the means of identifying and tracking changes in the
public’s actions and attitudes relating to the ocean over time.
Many important findings emerged as a result of the initial 2008
research, which gathered quantitative and qualitative data from
more than 22,000 Americans, with the findings presented
in America, the Ocean, and Climate Change: New Research
Insights for Conservation, Awareness, and Action (2009). Since
that time, The Ocean Project has been conducting regular
national tracking surveys and received a three-year grant in the
fall of 2010 from NOAA Education to:
• Expand the market research;
• Provide greater analysis and recommendations;
• Offer professional development and capacity building
opportunities; and
• Help support and shape outreach efforts that connect
the ocean and individual action, especially as related to
reaching youth.

• Importance of teens
• Expectations of ZAMs
This latest research adds new insight into the matters of
audience and message, underscoring the importance of
reaching the younger generations and emphasizing the need
to communicate in terms of particular places, specific species,
and personal actions. It also reinforces much of what we already
learned about messengers and tactics, specifically the way
in which the public expects and trusts ZAMs to give “green”
guidance, onsite and online.
CONCERN FOR THE OCEAN
Much like environmental issues in general, the ocean does not
rate as a “top-of-mind” concern among the American public.
Urgency, or lack thereof, is the core issue with the public’s
sentiment about ocean conservation. The more we study
attitudes toward the ocean—and specifically attitudes toward
ocean conservation—the more we understand that for the
public, it is less a matter of ambivalence and more a question of
urgency. In other words, the public as a whole does not need to
be convinced that ocean conservation is important. Rather, they
need to be prompted with reasons to act now.
This finding was never more apparent than in the aftermath
of the Deepwater Horizon drilling disaster (i.e., “BP Oil Spill”).
The Ocean Project 2010 tracking surveys showed spikes in both
absolute and relative concern about the health of the ocean,
as well as an increase in demands for ocean conservation. This
was even more true of ZAM visitors (see Figure 1).
Yet, almost as soon as the oil spill stories stopped filling the
news, attention returned to what are considered more “topof-mind” matters, such as the health of the economy and the
availability of jobs.
Implication: The majority of ZAM visitors are already in favor
of ocean conservation and need no convincing, (i.e., ZAMs can
focus messaging on the need to act now and provide visitors
with ways to help personally).

Most recently, in August 2011, The Ocean Project published its
first comprehensive annual update, America and the Ocean.
This report was informed by a series of national tracking
surveys conducted since 2009, and, most importantly, by
comprehensive national research completed in April-May 2011,
with a sample size of 12,000 Americans.
Five key themes emerged from the latest findings, and these
will be covered here in more detail:
• Concern for the ocean
• Understanding of the threats
• Willingness to act

Figure 1. Protecting the ocean should be a priority for the United
States government.
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UNDERSTANDING OF THE THREATS
There is no evidence to indicate that the public’s awareness
and understanding of the major ocean threats, such as climate
change, overfishing, and pollution, has increased since the initial
research conducted by The Ocean Project in 1999. Despite
efforts of the wider ocean conservation community, the
increased use of digital communication platforms that provide
near universal, uncensored access to ocean information, and the
popularity of mass media programming distributed via outlets
including cable television, the American public has not gained
significant ocean literacy.
While climate change is essentially the only environmental issue
to break into the top tier of public concerns, The Ocean Project
research offers three reasons why this issue is increasingly
difficult to address in the context of ocean conservation:
• The overall level of concern about climate change has been
declining, as more Americans believe it is “overstated” as an
issue.
• Only a small percentage of the public understands that
climate change is also a threat to the ocean, even as nearly
two-thirds now accept that climate change is occurring.
• Climate change—at least with adults—has become increasingly politicized, making it difficult to have a discussion of
scientific fact that is separate from political opinion.
As far as other issues related to ocean health, overfishing is not
perceived as a threat, but the public is concerned about seafood
sustainability (see Figure 2). Their worries primarily derive from
health concerns, and they express a willingness to change their
eating habits. The catch is that when it comes to making those
choices, Americans are completely confused, not knowing the
good from the bad.
Pollution, especially a point source such as an oil spill, is widely
accepted as a problem. As shown in the reaction to the BP Oil
Spill disaster, however, it is not believed to pose a long-term nor

Figure 2. I would change my seafood eating habits to protect and/
or preserve an endangered species.

ocean-wide threat but rather relate primarily to the well-being
of individual species.
From the research, there appear to be two major impediments
to increasing Americans’ understanding of these and other
ocean threats:
• Matter of scale: The public simply has a hard time believing
that anything could compromise the long-term health of
something that is, in their words, as “vast, huge, powerful,
and mighty” as “the ocean.” The same can be said about
something as abstract in their view as “the climate.”
• National pride: While probing the problem of scale, The
Ocean Project asked about the health not of “the ocean,” but
of the Atlantic or Pacific as opposed to the Arctic or Indian
Oceans. The results are striking. Americans believe, even
when faced with evidence to the contrary, that America is a
better ocean steward than other nations. They also believe
that “our oceans”—the Atlantic and Pacific bordering the
United States—are in much better shape than other oceans.
Implication: The public is much more likely to understand and
accept information about threats when it is presented in relation
to a particular place or specific species, rather than in terms of
“the ocean” or “the climate,” and presented in ways that relate
to them personally.
WILLINGNESS TO ACT
Americans overwhelmingly see themselves as “green-friendly”
and are looking for ways to reinforce and project that selfperception. This is not to suggest in any way that the public is
looking to make a wholesale shift to a more sustainable lifestyle,
but it is an indication that they are open to taking a few steps in
that direction and are interested in seeing themselves as part of
the solution, rather than as part of the problem.

The Ocean Project is working with partner ZAMs to inspire the next
generation of conservation leaders.

Data clearly reveal that the public’s willingness to take steps
toward a solution is largely disconnected from their level of
understanding of a problem (see Figure 3 on page 36). In other
words, Americans are prepared to take action for conservation
not necessarily because they understand why or whether
they believe it would make a significant difference to the
environment, but because it is consistent with their self-identity
as being “green.”
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Implication: Start with the solution. Suggest small but
significant actions that both help address a problem and align
with visitors’ desire to be—and be seen as—“green.” Remember
to also include your audience as part of the solution (rather than
as part of the problem).
IMPORTANCE OF TEENS
In keeping with the old adage, “It is not what you are saying but
who is listening,” The Ocean Project research has been going
beyond the findings for the “general public” to compare results
between specific subsets of Americans. Above all else, The
Ocean Project research clearly demonstrates the importance of
reaching youth, especially teenagers.
Teens have the highest level of concern about the problems
facing the world’s ocean, are most open to new information,
and confident in their ability to make a difference (see Figure
3). Furthermore, teens want to take action now and many are
already helping.
Two core findings underscore the importance of youth:
• Youth are increasingly asked for advice on environmental
issues by the adults in their families; and
• Adults are united in their support for teaching the younger
generations how to care for our blue planet, even while they
themselves are divided on issues such as climate change.
Implication: The implications of the existing data are profound
and compelling. Focusing on youth, and teens in particular, is
likely the most effective way to engage people and advance
ocean conservation.
EXPECTATIONS OF ZAMS
ZAMs continue to be seen as a good, and often the best, trusted
sources of information about the ocean and conservation.
They continue to attract a segment of the public that is more
interested in these issues than the average American.
While ZAM visitors indicate that their primary reason for visiting
is not necessarily to be educated, they are also explicit in their

Research indicates that youth are ready to act and want to be part
of the solution.

expectations that ZAMs provide information on what to do to act
for conservation. However, interest in obtaining this information
onsite continues to wane when compared to going online.
In keeping with earlier findings from The Ocean Project, the
internet is the primary means by which the American public,
especially youth, increasingly wants to access information about
the ocean and ocean conservation.
Implication: ZAMs have an important, and unique, role to
play in informing, inspiring, and engaging the public. In general,
the public trusts recommendations from ZAMs more than they
trust recommendations from governmental agencies and other
sources. ZAMs can turn their millions of visitors’ heightened
interest into positive action by communicating effectively onsite
and, increasingly, online.
Online and onsite visitors are looking for more than awareness
and literacy building. They want and expect trusted messengers
like ZAMs to provide conservation action items.
FURTHER INFORMATION
All the activities that The Ocean Project undertakes are geared
toward helping its partner network of ZAMs, agencies, schools,
NGOs, and others develop the most efficient and effective
education and outreach programs to better engage with and
inspire their audiences to act for ocean conservation.
Over the next few years, with support from NOAA, The Ocean
Project will expand its market research initiative, and grow its
network of partners. The global network is open to all and
resources from the initiative are available free online.

Figure 3. Compares and contrasts different groups and ages and
their thoughts on climate change.

The Ocean Project will be releasing quarterly tracking survey
updates and comprehensive annual updates while working
with ZAMs to integrate the research findings into their priorities
and programs by providing in-depth analysis and actionable
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recommendations, as well as a series of interactive workshops
and other capacity building opportunities. Simultaneously,
The Ocean Project will provide the results to others in the
broader conservation community. Additionally, The Ocean
Project is developing a collaborative youth campaign to help
build the core of a new movement of social responsibility for
ocean conservation.

Sher, Deputy Director, External Affairs, National Aquarium
in Baltimore; and Paul Boyle, Ph.D., Senior Vice President,
Conservation, Association of Zoos and Aquariums.

Bill Mott is director of The Ocean Project.
Wei Ying Wong, Ph.D.,

is communications project

coordinator at The Ocean Project.

METHODOLOGY
IMPACTS conducts the market research for The Ocean Project.
In 2011, tracking survey data was based on more than 12,000
responses from adults in the United States between April and
May. The survey was conducted online, and respondents were
screened, certified, and paid. The sample accurately reflects
the U.S. population, and the overall confidence level is 99%.
Updates and the full research report are available at www.
TheOceanProject.org/MarketResearch.
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The Ocean Project mission is to inspire action to protect our world’s
ocean. The Ocean Project empowers its global network of hundreds of
partner zoos, aquariums, museums (ZAMs), and other conservation
organizations to communicate effectively with their visitors and the
public. Partners are provided with cutting-edge research, tools, and
related resources that help ZAMs and others engage their audiences
to take personal action to protect our ocean.
Specifically, The Ocean Project:
• Leads a cutting-edge market research initiative on public attitudes and motivations
• Develops new methods for measurably increasing ocean awareness and
conservation action
• Builds the communications capacity of ZAMs to effectively reach their global audiences
• Fosters networking among ZAMs and other organizations in the global partner network
• Provides additional services to its partner network to help them achieve their
conservation missions
• Grows its partner network of organizations to build a stronger global ocean
conservation movement
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M aking Waves M iddle School Science Camp
By Lisa Busch

Mud, stench, and gore…a perfect recipe for a middle school

summer science program. For two weeks in 2011, 18 kids in the Making Waves Camp at the Sitka Sound Science
Center in Sitka, Alaska flensed and articulated a killer whale under the guidance of marine mammal scientist
Dr. Shannon Atkinson. The hands-on experience with cetacean anatomy and physiology had a lasting impact
on these budding scientists.

About the Camp
Sitka Sound Science Center, located on the outer coast of
Southeast Alaska’s famous Inside Passage, is a non-profit
organization that promotes and supports marine and terrestrial
scientific research and science education about the Gulf of
Alaska and coastal ecosystems in Southeast Alaska. The Center
operates a salmon hatchery and a small aquarium. Each
summer, middle school students learn about concepts and
careers in marine and fisheries biology through a hands-on,
place-based marine biology day camp, funded by the Crossett
Foundation. The Making Waves Camp curriculum is designed to
help students gain new understandings in marine science. The
students kayak, snorkel, and collect field data through a variety
of research methods.

Waves Camp began the following summer. The whale skeleton,
with the help of the campers, was put back together by students
helping scrub the flesh off of the whale bones—the work was
mushy, gooshy, and above all stinky.
Dr. Shannon Atkinson, University of Alaska Fairbanks professor
and marine mammal scientist, led the rearticulation project for
the Science Center. In addition to leading the flensing, Atkinson
taught the students comparative anatomy and physiology.
Through lectures and activities, kids learned about marine
mammal anatomical adaptations, the historical and cultural
significance of marine mammals, and about policy issues with
the Marine Mammal Protection Act.
Rearticulation

In the winter of 2010, a juvenile killer whale washed up on a
remote beach. Discovered by two high school students, the
whale was collected by a team of marine mammal scientists
permitted by NOAA to do the recovery. The whale carcass was
then stored in a local cold storage freezer facility until the Making

The rearticulated killer whale skeleton, one of only six in
the nation, will be on permanent exhibit in the Sitka Sound
Science Center Aquarium. Dr. Atkinson, whose work is funded
through NOAA, the North Pacific Research Board, and by
the Sitka Charitable Trust, will also study the pathology and
epidemiology on this animal as she examines the cause of
death and potential etiology.

Campers help with scrubbing the killer whale bones during the
Making Waves Camp.

Campers look at an x-ray of killer whale bones.

Flensing the Whale
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Combining science and culture at the National Park Service,
master silver carver Charlie Skulka helps campers make their own
Northwest coast design bracelet.

Snorkeling in the chilly North Pacific with help from the USCG
rescue swimmers.

Cultural Studies

Evaluations

For Alaska Natives (27% of the Sitka population identifies
as Tlingit), the killer whale is connected to important cultural
traditions. Killer whales are a common motif in Tlingit art and
they also represent a local clan. Tlingit artist and master carver
Charlie Skulka shared the traditional Tlingit killer whale story with
the campers and led a Northwest Coast design bracelet carving
activity at the Sitka National Park, next door to the Science Center.
Incorporating this element into the activities helped the students
understand the different global views of the natural world.

Camper evaluations on the killer whale rearticulation were
divided. For some the killer whale was the best part of the
camp. These students enjoyed participating in real science;
they liked the blood and the guts and didn’t seem to mind
the smell. For others it was the hardest part of the camp.
Even with Vicks Vapor Rub smeared under their noses,
the smell caused some to gag and become nauseous. All
the parents, however, appreciated that their children had
a unique experience. (Daily photos of camp activities are
posted on the Science Center website and Facebook pages
at www.sitkasoundsciencecenter.org.)

The Science Center used the killer whale project as a hook to
get students interested in science, but the Making Waves Camp
covered a range of other activities aimed at helping students
understand that marine mammals are part of a broader marine
ecosystem. Camp Director, Lynn Wilbur took students tide
pooling, beach seining, and shell collecting. She helped them
collect specimens for the Science Center touch tanks and
aquaria through kayaking, snorkeling, and beach walk activities.

Lisa Busch

is the executive director of the Sitka Sound
Science Center in Sitka, Alaska. She has worked as a public radio
science reporter for more than 20 years in Alaska and produces
a natural history program called Encounters: Radio Experiences
in the North, hosted by Elizabeth Arnold and Richard Nelson
(www.encountersnorth.org).

The Sitka Sound Science Center is dedicated to increasing understanding and awareness of terrestrial
and aquatic ecosystems of the Gulf of Alaska through education and research. Situated in the heart of
the Tongass National Forest on the edge of the North Pacific, Sitka has a rich legacy of western scientific
research and Native knowledge. The Science Center welcomes visitors year round and provide tours
of the salmon hatchery and the aquarium that are operated as part of the Center’s informal and
formal science programs. The Sitka Sound Science Center also conducts and collaborates on scientific
research on a range of locally-relevant topics including sperm whale depredation on commercial
fishing gear, intertidal research, marine mammal meristics, and ocean acidification.
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The ‘Adopt-A-Microbe’ Project: Web-based Interactive
Microbiology Education Connected with Scientific Ocean Drilling
By Beth N. Orcutt, Dinah Bowman, Katherine Inderbitzen,
Amanda Haddad, Andrew T. Fisher, and Leslie Peart

Marine scientists have unique opportunities to interact with
educators and learners during voyages at sea to encourage
engagement in cutting-edge science and understanding of
the scientific process. Real-time, ship-to-shore education and
outreach activities are increasingly common during oceanographic expeditions as a mechanism to connect broader
communities to oceanographic research. In this article, we
report on the ‘Adopt-A-Microbe’ project (AAM), a program
of education and outreach designed and run by scientists,
education specialists, and artists working together during an

eight-week oceanographic expedition. This unique educational
program combined science and art to encourage learning about
life at the bottom of the ocean. The AAM target audience was
primary and lower-level secondary school students, but we also
hoped to attract and maintain engagement with parents, older
siblings, teachers, and others interested in ocean exploration. We
describe the architecture of AAM as a template for other scientists
and educators to use and build upon, highlighting hands-on
activities and art projects that were part of the curriculum that
could be integrated into other classroom activities.
PROJECT OVERVIEW
The general concept of the inaugural AAM project (https://sites.
google.com/site/adoptamicrobe) was to use virtually ‘adopted’
and fictional character microbes as focal points for a webbased, interactive science education experience (Figure 1).
The project was launched in association with Integrated Ocean
Drilling Program Expedition 327, and later versions of the project
built from this framework with modifications as appropriate.
Participants in the inaugural AAM project learned about marine
microbiology, scientific ocean drilling, and the scientific process
through weekly hands-on activities centered around their
adopted microbes (Figure 2 on page 42), and from text and
multimedia updates on the website. Artistic elements—such as
watercolor illustrations accompanying fictional stories written
from the perspective of microbes (Figure 3 on page 43),
and hands-on activities with photography, poetry, and model
making—were included alongside more traditional scientific
activities to encourage creative learning.

Figure 1A-E. Examples of the fictional microbe character SAM used
on the Adopt-A-Microbe website. (A) SAM in front of the research
vessel JOIDES Resolution; (B) SAM with a globe marking where
the scientists were conducting research; (C) SAM posing with rock
samples collected during scientific ocean drilling; (D) SAM in front
of scientific equipment that was deployed at the bottom of the
ocean; and (E) SAM in a box of toilet paper, which accompanied
the Week 4 math problem set.

The central portal of the education experience was the project
website, which had three main components: (1) an ‘Adoption
Center’ with information about the microbes up for adoption;
(2) a blog for discussion and presentation of weekly activities;
and (3) the main informational blog focused on scientific topics
related to the expedition. Candidate microbes for adoption
were identified based on their relationship to the bottom of
the ocean and other unique characteristics (Table 1 on page
41). Background material about the microbes was gathered
from sources such as the ‘MicrobeWiki’ (microbewiki.kenyon.
edu), and from more traditional textbooks and peer-reviewed
scientific journal papers. Brief, easy-to-understand informational
sections were created for each microbe for posting at the
Adoption Center. Weekly activities were developed to use the
adopted microbes as focal points for increasingly complex
learning exercises about microbiology. The informational blog
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was called the ‘Giant Microbe Update,’ making reference to a
plush microbe toy used as the narrator for many of the posts
(Figure 1 on page 40). This blog used a combination of artistic
illustrations, videos, storytelling, and photographs to convey
information. Participants in the project followed along with the
blog posts to receive new information and activity instructions,
to have opportunities to send questions and comments to the
scientists at sea, and to see the results of other participants’
activities posted alongside their own.
HANDS-ON WEEKLY ACTIVITIES
Eight weekly activities were offered as part of the AAM project. For specific details about each activity with step-by-step
activity instructions and safety precautions, please see the
project website (https://sites.google.com/site/adoptamicrobe
or http://darkenergybiosphere.org). Weekly activity instructions
were posted on Mondays, and the participant projects were
posted on the website on Fridays. Please note that the fifth and
eighth activities listed on the website, which involved culturing
common microbes, are somewhat advanced for the age range
that was the primary target for the AAM project. Although these
activities can be completed safely under the supervision of an
adult, microbial culturing is not consistent with safety guidelines for middle school classrooms developed by the National
Science Teacher Association (NSTA).

Marinobacter aquaeolei included “how is oxidizing iron important
to the global carbon cycle?” and “would these bacteria help
with cleaning up the spill from the Deepwater Horizon?” At the
end of the week, participants were provided with non-technical
answers to all of the questions posted on the website.
In the second activity, the participants constructed models
of their adopted microbes using balloons. Participants were
encouraged to embellish their balloon models with features
that were representative of microbial lifestyles, enhancing visual
learning. Participants submitted pictures of their balloon model
microbes, which were posted on the website, allowing others to
view and comment on these artistic constructions. Figure 2A on
page 42 shows an example of one of the submitted projects.
The third activity had the participants write haiku (three lines
of poetry containing five, seven, and five syllables each) about
some facet of their adopted microbe. By limiting the activity to
haiku format, the project participants had to distill their learning
about their microbe into short phrases. Such a format was
chosen to enhance later, post-project recall of the activity (e.g.,
reciting the haiku), as well as to expose project participants to
an international form of poetry, which ties into the multicultural
nature of oceanographic science. Many of the submitted haiku
were direct, factually correct, and nuanced, like these:

In the first activity, project participants were asked to submit
questions about their adopted microbe, based on information
provided on the project website or through other sources.
This activity exposed project participants to information about
microbial morphologies, habitats, survival strategies, and other
characteristics. Example questions that were submitted about

What is a microbe?
Oldest form of life on Earth
Single celled creature
My home is boiling
I produce a gas—methane
I look like a stick

Species Name

Association to Dark Ocean

Alcanivorax borkumensis

Isolated from marine sediments, able to degrade hydrocarbons found in oil

Archaeoglobus fulgidus

Found in marine hydrothermal vents and oil wells

Arcobacter sulfidicus

Found in marine hydrothermal vents

Beggiatoa spp.

Found in sulfidic marine sediments

Desulforudis audaxviator

Found in the terrestrial deep biosphere (South African gold mine)

Desulfovibrio desulfuricans

Found in sulfidic marine sediments

Marinobacter aquaeolei

Found in deep ocean water and oil wells

Mariprofundus ferrooxydans

Isolated from hydrothermal vents on Loihi Seamount

Methanocaldococcus jannaschii

Found in marine hydrothermal vents

Methanopyrus kandleri

Found in marine hydrothermal vents

Photobacterium profundum

Isolated from marine Japan Sea sediments, able to grow at high pressures

Shewanella loihica

Isolated from Loihi Seamount

Thiomargarita namibiensis

Isolated from marine sediments

Table 1. List of ‘microbes’ that were available for virtual adoption, with information about why each microbe was relevant to the objective
of increasing knowledge about microbes in the deep dark ocean.
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In the fourth weekly activity, participants were asked to work
through some short mathematical calculations related to microbial research. After reading background information relevant to
the scientific expedition, participants were asked to calculate:
how many microbes live in the ocean, how long it takes to
work with scientific core samples, and the quantity of supplies
needed for successful scientific research? At the end of the
week, answers to the problems were posted on the website
along with discussion of the implications of these calculations.
In the fifth activity, participants made associations between
microbes living on teeth and microbes living on rocks by
inoculating growth media plates with oral swabs. For the activity,
participants were encouraged to collect swabs of different
samples (oral samples before and after toothbrushing and
other similar surfaces) and then report on the development of
microbial colonies on growth media plates. This project provided
a hands-on experience with microbiology research techniques
and opportunities for hypothesis testing (e.g., do more colonies
develop on samples collected before or after toothbrushing?).
At the end of the week, participants submitted pictures of the
results of their growth experiments, which were posted on
the website along with additional information about culturing
and studying marine and subseafloor microbes (an example is
shown in Figure 2B).
Like the second activity, the sixth activity encouraged tactile
and creative methods for learning about microbiology, this
time through the construction of stuffed fabric ‘giant microbe’
models. Project participants were provided with patterns and
instructions for creating spherical and/or kidney-shaped fabric
microbes, and were asked to submit pictures of their fabric
microbes for posting on the website (an example is shown in
Figure 2C).

The seventh activity was the last one of the AAM project to
follow the typical timeline of posting the activity at the beginning
of the week followed by a re-cap of the projects at the end of
the week. In this activity, participants conducted another handson microbiology experiment to learn about gas production by
microbes, affectionately referred to as ‘microbe farts.’ Project
participants grew common baker’s yeast (as a proxy for microbes)
and captured the gas produced during incubation in balloons
(as shown in Figure 2D). As another opportunity for hypothesis
development and testing, suggestions were provided for growing
the yeast on different substrates. Through this experiment, the
participants learned how microbes make gas while growing,
which is an important component of microbiology in the marine
subsurface, and about how scientists study microbial activity in
the environment using proxies to measure metabolic activity.
The final activity of the AAM project was an open-ended experiment to expose project participants to microbes living in
the environment. The project was centered on the construction
of a ‘Winogradsky column’ (Anderson and Hairston 1999)—so
named after a late-19th-century scientist studying microbes
living in soils and freshwater sediments. In the experiment,
project participants were encouraged to collect samples near
their homes of freshwater sediment from a water body, mix
the sediment with food sources for the microbes (i.e., hardboiled egg yolk as a sulfur source and shredded newspaper as
a carbon source), and leave the sediment mixture in a vessel
for a few weeks to allow the sediment microbes to become
enriched. (This activity required three to six weeks of time for
the enriched microbes to develop, so the course was extended
beyond the end of the main oceanographic expedition.) This
activity encouraged hands-on environmental science learning
and continued exploration of topics related to microbial communities and function.
USING ART FOR SCIENCE COMMUNICATION

Figure 2A-D. Here are samples of the Adopt-A-Microbe weekly
activity participant projects. (A) Week two balloon model microbes
of Alcanivorax borkumensis, oil-eating bacteria; (B) Week five tooth
swab culture project; (C) Week six fabric microbes; and (D) Week
seven project to collect gas produced from yeast.

In addition to using art projects in weekly activities to engage
scientific learning, artistic elements such as painting, storytelling,
and videos were prominent in other parts of the AAM project.
A regular feature of the ‘Giant Microbe Update’ blog consisted
of updates from a fictional microbe character narrator (Figure
1 on page 40). The use of a toy microbe as a narrator added
a fun and unique element to the information for engaging the
audience, established a consistent “character” through the
updates, and helped the project participants view the research
being conducted from the perspective of a microbe. The
microbe was named ‘SAM,’ for Super Awesome Microbe, based
on a naming contest offered through the blog. SAM was featured
in photographs taken around the research vessel to anchor the
information being presented. In addition, SAM was used as the
introductory narrator for subsequent blog posts given from the
perspective of other guest microbe characters.
The fictional stories and illustrated artwork created from the
perspective of microbes living at the bottom of the ocean
were also a central artistic component of the AAM project
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LESSONS FROM THE FIRST ‘ADOPT A MICROBE’ PROJECT
For scientists and educators interested in developing a similar
educational program, or in participating in a future AAM project,
we offer the following advice based on our experiences. In
brief, we make recommendations concerning ways to increase
participation in the project, the utility of connecting handson activities with real-world events, and the importance of
advance planning.

Figure 3. Watercolor illustration of marine deep subsurface
microbes that accompanied fictional stories from the DEBI.

(Figure 3). The purpose of this feature was to expose the
project audience to interesting aspects of microbial life below
the seafloor through storytelling (for instance: what it might
look like, what the microbes are doing, how conditions after
drilling might be different than conditions before drilling). The
stories were written by scientists, and the artwork was created
by the shipboard artist. The first storytelling series revolved
around a character named ‘DEBI,’ named after the Dark
Energy Biosphere Institute that supports microbial research at
the bottom of the ocean (darkenergybiosphere.org). Over a
five-week period, five new stories and illustrations from DEBI
were posted at the AAM website. The narrative of these stories
followed DEBI in ‘her’ description of life in ‘Subsurficia’ with
other microbes, the encounter of DEBI with the drill bit used
by scientists to collect samples, and the colonization by DEBI
and her microbe friends into the new colonization devices
placed in the subseafloor observatories.

Quantitative metrics suggest that the project was successful
in reaching target audiences and helping to encourage and
maintain interest in topics related to scientific ocean drilling.
A website tracker (set up through Google Analytics) allowed
assessment of the number of visitors to the site over time, with
corresponding statistics on the length of time visitors spent on
the site and the geographical location of those visitors. Overall,
there were >1,500 visits to the project website during the eightweek expedition. The majority of website visitors originated from
the United States, with Canada, western European countries,
Australia, India, and Japan also contributing a fair number of
visitors. On average, visitors to the site spent about 2:36 minutes
on the website and viewed 2.7 pages per visit. Many visitors
to the site were directed there from referral websites such
as Facebook (24% of visits) or the main page of the JOIDES
Resolution outreach program (15%), while 34% of visits to the
site were direct, most likely from links to direct pages from email
notifications sent to project participants.

The second series featured a character named ‘Mario the
Marinobacter.’ This series told the story of a surface seawater
microbe that gets a chance to travel below the seafloor into the
ocean crust and then return to the surface ocean. During ‘his’
adventures in this new environment, Mario highlights some of
the differences and similarities between microbial life in sunlit
sea water and life inhabiting dark cracks and pore spaces within
the ocean crust.

Engagement could also be assessed by the number of projects
submitted by participants for each week’s activity. A total of 25
individuals or groups officially registered to be participants in the
AAM project. Of those, about half regularly submitted weekly
activities near the beginning of the project, and participation
dropped to 2-3 submitted activities by the end of the project.
The decrease in participation coincided with the start of a new
school year in many parts of the U.S., an unavoidable conflict
in timing that diverted attention of the participants away from
the project. Oceanographic expeditions are scheduled based on
technical logistics and not around school calendars, but future
projects can coordinate with school schedules to encourage
more regular participation. Similarly, early engagement of
science camps, clubs, and museum groups may also ensure
more regular participation.

Custom-made ‘Giant Microbe Videos’ of two to fifteen minutes
in length illustrating different activities occurring onboard the
research vessel were also used to link artistic and scientific
communication. To add an element of creativity to the sometimes
technical and repetitive nature of the material presented, video
footage was often increased in speed (up to eight times normal)
to show the video subjects moving very rapidly (and somewhat
comically). The videos also helped show the extensive amount
of work and people required to complete multidisciplinary
oceanographic research. Videos also featured interviews with
scientists and other shipboard personnel, as well as “pop-up”
text banners to explain the visualized activities.

Participant feedback was provided both through direct solicitation (by asking participants to take a survey about the project)
and unsolicited comments provided by participants to the project
leaders. The survey was created using a free online program
(www.surveymonkey.com). Voluntarily offered information
from some of the active project participants indicated that the
majority were 14 years of age or younger or older than 65.
Most of them found out about the project through an email
solicitation from a network, friend or colleague, or by mention
on a social network or organizational page. These statistics
should be viewed with caution however, as they represent a
small sample size (n=6 survey responders).
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Trends in microbe ‘adoption’ during this AAM project highlighted
the importance of hands-on association of science concepts
with real-world events. For example, of the 13 microbes offered
for adoption, a few were adopted more frequently than others.
Alcanivorax borkumensis, a marine microbe that is able to
degrade oil and hydrocarbons, was a popular adoptee, likely
owing to the timely association of the AAM project with the
Deepwater Horizon oil disaster in the Gulf of Mexico. This overlap
offered an opportunity for associating real-world events that the
general public was interested in with scientific education.
Overall, the inaugural edition of the ‘Adopt-A-Microbe’ ship-toshore education and outreach project engaged students across
a spectrum of ages and experiences in science education
associated with a complex oceanographic expedition. Weekly
hands-on activities offered in a virtual forum, combined with
information provided through non-conventional means (i.e.,
storytelling by a fictional microbe characters), exposed project
participants to a range of STEM (science, technology, engineering,
and mathematics) topics, including microbiology, environmental
science, geology, oceanography, and engineering. Cumulatively,
the project incorporated “5E” learning cycle elements: engaging
students in ocean science with characters, art, and storytelling;
encouraging students to explore new information about
life at the bottom of the ocean through hands-on activities;
asking students to explain their understanding by submitting
projects; helping students to extend their knowledge by making
comparisons to observations from daily life and developing
new hypotheses; and providing feedback and evaluation to
participants’ projects.
While the project described in this report was completed in
2010, modified versions of the program have occurred and
are planned for other scientific expeditions (visit darkenergybiosphere.org for more information); thus, there will be
opportunities for future participation. Based on the feedback
from educators, future projects will incorporate more simulations
and hands-on activities that are “tied-in” with established
curricular goals and assessment rubrics developed for a more
quantitative evaluation of program success. One new activity
may involve the evaluation of different rocks from the bottom
of the ocean, and an analysis of rock reactivity when exposed
to acidic conditions (similar to experiments described for
studying ocean acidification; Bruno et al. 2011). We hope the
program continues to evolve, and we welcome feedback and
involvement from educators.
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NMEA 2012 Annual Conference
North to A laska’s Seas: A Confluence

of

Science

and

Culture

Join us in Anchorage, Alaska June 24-28, 2012 on the shores of

Tikatnu, the “big ocean river” of the Dena’ina Athabascan Indians, on Cook Inlet. Conference strands will
focus on science and art, science and culture, science and technology, and Large Marine Ecosystem science and
education. The conference will be co-sponsored by the Northwest Aquatic and Marine Educators (NAME) and
the Alaska Center for Ocean Science Education Excellence (COSEE).

The conference will kick off the evening of June 24 with keynote speaker
Fran Ulmer, former Lieutenant Governor of Alaska and current Chair of the
Arctic Research Commission, along with a presentation by Mr. and Mrs. Fish.
Some of the special events include a reception at the Alaska Native Heritage
Center, day field trips to Seward and other locations around Anchorage, postconference field trips, beginning the afternoon of June 28 and, of course,
NMEA’s traditional auction.
Ray Troll recently completed his artwork for the 2012 NMEA conference logo
(see third down on left). Ray, who will be delivering the 2012 Stegner Lecture,
is an award-winning artist who can’t resist a pun, loves to draw and paint fish,
sharks, and other marine creatures with scientific accuracy and humor; and is a
musician in addition to a visual artist. He recently received a national Guggenheim
Fellowship Award, which he is using to travel to write and illustrate a book about
the entire coastline of Alaska.
The conference will be held on the University of Alaska Anchorage campus.
Lodging will be available in university dorms and in nearby hotels. Dorm housing
will be limited, so make your reservations as soon as possible to keep your
lodging costs low.
Contact your co-chairs Marilyn Sigman (msigman@alaska.edu) and Bill/Sean
Hastie (hastiestuff@mac.com) to get involved in conference planning, and additional information will be posted on the NMEA website at www.marine-ed.org.
Key Dates:
December 1-February 17: Call for proposals
January 16-April 14: Pre-registration
March 1: Deadline for scholarship applications
April 1: Deadline for Traditional Knowledge stipend applications
April 15: Deadline for Expanding Audiences scholarship applications
June 23-24: Pre-conference meetings and short courses
June 24: Opening evening reception
June 25-26: Plenary and concurrent sessions, exhibits
June 27: Day field trips to Seward and other destinations in the Anchorage area
June 28: Plenary and concurrent sessions (ending at 2:00 p.m.)
June 28-30: Post-conference field trips and short courses
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